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From his Hallfax lair, one of the world’s
leading authorities on Gothic romance sets out
to resurrect lost tales of horror

HERE  WAS  NC howling on the
moors when I arrived  at the home
of Canada’s most renowned
gothicisr. Dr. Devendra P.
Verma.  No temput swept the dull
midwinter clouds across  the face
of a spectral moon, no Atlantic
breakers hurled themselves with a
maddened fury against the p&id
shoreline of the Northwest Arm as
I stepped from my taxi into the

shelter of the carport. As befits the

authorities on vampire lore, Vanna’s
house hso  a somewhat fortified aspect,
but it is hardly Gothii. A setied  of in-
terlocking octegons  built in 1%9, it is
modern to a fault. The absence  of tight
anglw reflects the eccentricity, if not the
diabolical content, of Varma’s  literary
interests.

I thought Varma in the flesh might in-
spire the same ghastly  foreboding as the
subject of his study. One expects a man
who has spent a niaht in Castle Dracula
to carry v:ith  him i tvhiff of the tomb,
but it is difticult  to conjure a Gothic
frirson from a man who driver an
Oldsumblle  and who offers you a Ten-
Penny ale as he expounds on the
u&ad.  He avers, indeed, that he is
tired of being asked about vampires -
although words such as “Dracula” and
“aecromancu”  mll grandly off his
toll8”ue.

This theatricality recalls’ a younger
Varma who staged Shakespeare in Kat-

man  of 61. with an intense &and a
well-fed belly, Vatme speaks with the
elaborate phrasings and precise  enuncia-
tion of a scholar educated in British In-
dia and London. He was born iu the
northeast state of Bihar, in Darbhange,
a Himdayan  village with a view of
Everest,  nestled  in a valley oa the border
with Nepal. While head of the English
department at Ranchi  University, Varma
was  selected under the Colombo Plan to
help establish Trllhuvana University in
Katmandu, following  the 1950  Newkse
revolution. \Vheo  British personnel quit
the United Arab Republic  dur& the
1956 Sues crisis, he was transferred to
Damascus and thence to Cairo. The last
move, he sayx,  nsulted  fmm the in-
tercession of Presideat  Nasser, who had
witnessed Varma’s  Shake-spearean  pro-

ductions  in Syria. “Despite all his
political dislikes for Eagland,”  says Var-
ma, “Nssser  loved Shakespeare.”

Vamm’s  time  in the Middle East “was
e greet experience for me, but it wes not
academically satisfying.” He was look-
ing for a position in the United Slates
when he heard of an opening at
Dalhousie University in Halifax. He ar-
rived in 1963, intendll to stay for a
couple of years. That he has remained
here since, he attrlbuta in part to the
support of former Dalhousie president
Henry Hicks. The Amo Press collection
of Gothic romances in the Dalhousie
library bears an inscription from Vanna
to Hicks,  “whose kind patronage en-
abled me to ii&t a taper  at the long-
neglected ‘g&ii’ shrine.”

Since he was a student, Vanna’s  love
has been to till  the “unploughed  field”
of Gothic romances, those sensational
fictions that predominated between 1780
and i820, when some 800 of them were
published. Priced  beyond the means of
middle-class readers. as much as’83
apiece, these fantasies were rented from
cirmlating libraries for a penny a day
and eagerly read by young ladies, the
“leisured fair.” Late 18th-century
moralists fulminated against their cm-
ruptin.8  influence. “Madam, a cir-
culating library in a town is as an
evergreen tree of diabolical knowledge!
It blossoms through the yearl” blustered
Sir  Anthony Absolute in Sheridan’s
comedy, The Rivals. “And depend on it
. . . that they who are so fond of hand-

liig the leaves will long for the fruit at
last.”

Varma borrowed ShAdan’s phrase
for the title of his 1972 study of clrcu-
lad118 libraries, The Evergreen Tree of

Diabolfcaf  Knowledg.  Alas  for schol-
ars,  few examples of the Gothic genre
have survived. “Because  the books cir-
a&ted very  fast, fmm haad to hand,”
notes Varma, “they were reduced to
pieces, just like the papabacks of
today.” Vatma’s major accomplishment
has been the “resurrection” of lost

Gothic rmnanws,  such as the “seven
horrid novels” referred to in Northanger
Abbey, Jane Austen’s  pastiche of the _:
genre. So utterly had these novels
vanished tbet  scholars doubted they hsd
ever existed. Varma found hi fua solid
evidmca  while researchin  The Ever- ’
green lk, when he discovered a review
of Francis Luhom’s  The Midnight Bell.
Over a period of 13 years, workin
through  the network of antiquarian
booksellers and collectors, continuing
work begun by Michael Sadleir and
Montague Summers, he assembled all
seven novels, which were published as a m
set by Folio Press ln 1968.

The rarity of Gothic mm- partly
accounts for their scholarly neplect.
“Everybody reads Walter Scott. Jane
Au&n, Fielding, and Richardson,”
says Vanna, “but not Aan Radcliffe or
Horace Walpole. They bypass these
names. ‘Oh, she wrote Mjsleries  of
Udo&ho  end he wrote Cecrle  of 00un-
lo. ’ Nobody reads those novels because
they are not available.” As a Ph.D. stu-
dent in England, Vanna met Prof.
Bonamy Dobr&e,  who “introduced me
to the delights of the Gothic romance.”

“My researches are archival,” says
Varma, who likens his work to
reconstrucring a broken urn. “You’ll
find 40 pages in one treasure room,
another 50 with a collector,  the title page
somewherr else.” Once the text has been
reassembled, thenext  cbeJlen8eisto  find
out something about the author. “Zbere
is not a single lime written anywhere in
the history of English  Literature about
Francis Lathom,”  outside of one
reference in the letter from Jane Austen
to her sister Cassandra. Varma hl a
British lawyer to search the birth and
death records in Ewland’s Somerset
House, through hundreds of Fran&
Latboms,  for the novelist. This led Var-
ma to a small village  near Doncaster,
where he found Lathom’s  tomb and ao
obituary notion  listing all of his books.
Such labours  lie behind each of the more
then 2QO  Gotldc romsnces he bar resur-
rected.

Varma’s  publications include The
Complete Works of Sheridan L&mu.
io 52 volumes from Am0 Press (19n),
36 volume of Gothic Disertafions;  and
an essay, “The Genesis of Dracula,” in
Peter Underwood’s Vampire’s Be&/de



Cotnpanion.  The Golhic Flame is a text-
book history fiat published in 1957 and
now going into its fourth edition. Var-
ma’s Dalhottsie  coorsc on the Utcrature
of horror and terror is unique in
Canada, one of only two in North
Am&a.  There arc, he says. “only three
people living in the world who know
about this spcctrom of literature..”

Iic “08  is working on what he intends
to be his final project before  retiring,
The Gothic Galaxy, a study of the minor
Gothic witcrs. The finished work till
be “tore than 600 pages. “They  wcrc not
au great  \witerS,” he notes. “Posterity
had  not condescended  to call a”y o”c of
thnn great, bat the cobur of life was
reflected on than by tbak readers.”

Lowing a.& academic accomplish-
ments, much of Varma’s  notoriety
derives from hi enthusiastic pursuit of
the arcane. “Books arc not only tomes
of learning.” he says. “they arc also toys
to till an idle hour.” Gothic romances
arc  “the literature of the nipht,” intrigo-
ing “not only in thanselvcs,  but in the
peculiarly  graphic way they relate to tbc
development and dispersal of sexual  and
social inhibitions.” Vanaa  has served as
a consoltant  to pmdueen  of horror
ftis, a genre he sees as the heir of the
Ciothll  tradition. His own achievements
often have a cincmatlc  flair. In March he
hosted a Transylvaoian  Weekend at
Dalhousie.  a similar  extravaganza to one
organized in 1973.

As well as the literature,  Varma  cx-
plores the physical landscapes of Gothic
fantasy. He has conducted vigils at such
sites as Castle Frankenstein, and
Lauenrtcin castle in ThuringIa, fre
quentcd by the spcctrc of the Bleedbtg
Nun. “Wbat arc the folklores, thesagas,
in the countryride.  how have the authors
utilized these for their novels? The
sociological, anthropological clement%
that is a part of my research.”

And the purpose of such vigils? “The
vsluc is that it is not all fiction: you
think that thcrc was a person who tried
to manufacture a monster; thcrc was a
pincc who was as bloodthirsty as
Dracula; tbcrc is still a castle that is
haunted by the phantom of the Bleading
Nun. What is the reality  behind  it? It is
not a fable or a fairy tale: thii is what I
w”t to establish.”

In theliving room ofCastleVammarc
stat”ettcs and image8  from Hindu,
Egyptiian  and European mythology. A
reading lamp t&a the form of a” Egyp-
tian funwary ushabti.  Surrounded, as in
a tomb, by the kitseh  of death, one
smscs  not a” oppressive morbidity but a
faith in the contlouity  of life. “Death is
not the end of life,” affms  Vama.  “It
is tbc opening, a gateway to a new life:
a” ecstatic experience. Nothing is lost.”

-ROBIN  MmcALFg

and work
THAT  WS~IESS  WOSK  hard few would
deny - least of all the wiitcrs  them-
selves. But can they  be classed  with
stevedores, bricklayers, and lumber-
jacks? Tom Wayman thinks so.
Wayman,  a poet and teacher, is the best-
known member of the Vancouver In-
dustrial Writers’ Union (VIWU), a
looseknit  group that meets  0”cc .a
month to discuss what he calls  “work
writing.”

“At one tbnc.”  says  Wayman,  author
of Inside Job: Kmwys  on rho Naw  Work
Writing (Harbour  Publishing) and
editor of the poetry anthology A
Government Job at Lasf (MacLeod
Books), “it was scex io literature that was
taboo. But  a detailed  examination of
daily work and its effact  on people has
up to the prcsant been omitted from
most of oar  imaginative writing.”

Most of today’s writing, Wayman
says, is escapist - aimed at diverting
rcadcrs  away from the affairs of every-
day life and into another world. “A
literature that attempts to dull our
perceptions so that  we can get through
tbe day should lead one to ask. why do
we want to escape?” For example, an
assignment  he gave sociology students at
the University of Windsor a couple of
years  ago - to iotervlew workers doing
the same  sort of jobs they  expected to
have after graduating - produced stag.-
gering results. Some students changed
courses.  while others dropped out ones
they  diivered the realities of their
chisen field.

Such scrutbw of the workinn  world ls
central  to Wayman’s  poetry,-reflected
most recently in his collection The Face
of Jack Mutwo  (Harbour Publishing),
which savaga  the presideqt  of the Inter-
national Woodworkers Association,
who has hem accused  of selling  short
British Columbia’s workers during the
public employeu’  strike of 1983. Way-
man is aI for solidarity. This *ommcr
the VIWU and Kootcnay  School of
Writing  will jointly sponsor the Split
Shin Colloquium (to be held  in Van-
cower, August 21-24). to which
Waymao  has invited 18 writers fmm
Canada and the United States - among
them  poets Lcona  Gom and Erln Moor&
U.S. fdm-maker John Sayles, and
Robert Carson of the San Francisco
Waterfront Writers Association.

Wayman  contends  that a reader’s atti-
tude to the main  subjccts  of imaginative
writing in 6ngllsh - love. death, and
natorc - is largely  shaped  by the kiad of
daily work he does (or doesn’t do). The
amount of money. cnngy,  and time

or appreciate  nature  is a direct result of
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his working conditions. By u)“II~bt.
academic criticism reaches back u) a” ep ,
cksiastical tradition that looked for
wisdom in sources other than the secular
world. The furthct ” ccnccr”  was  ft’cm
wayday cxperienfe,  the more it seemed
to speak from the divine font of knowl-
edge.

Still, most of tod;ry’s  “work wrtters”
do hwc university degrees. Indeed,’
snmc critics snggest  that  such  writers are
merely slumming. It is a” argument that
annoys Wayma”, but one that he only
partiallyanswers. Foronethiig,  hesays,
work writing is not Limited to bluc-coliat
v~“l.~  and,  anyway.  many  of today’s
blne-coilet  jobs ntc taken by university

gtaduatcs. But if most of the whets  arc
university-trnincd.  don’t they tcprescnt
an elite  and sepsmte  group  smnng their
fellow employees?

Whatever the case, Waynmn  bciievcs
that the new cnkurcl  taste-makers  will
cmctge  fmm the work-writing mwc-
mat. An example, he says, is Andy
Snkncsld,  whose  prxms,  which dccn-
ment  the settlunent of the Prairies, cre
very popular in the Ukrainian cctn-
mnnity.  A university professor applying
to Suknaoki the same critical techniques
that he wc.“ld apply to Margcrct At-
wood would find his poems sloppy.
simplistic, and unlitcrcry.  Howcvcr.  if
Atwood’s poems  were shown to the

Surrounded on all sides by ungrammatfcal
medlas, a language maven Is vaulted into deciding
whether to stand or evacuate hlmself

By l&b Blac!rbum

opinion. The earliest  (16th ccn-
tiny) findings listed in the OED
hnve t” do chiefly with bodily

functions. Early in the 17th ccntnry, we

HE tavg MgDt*  are reporting an
ever-increasing incidence of
natural and unnatural events that
make it desirable to evacwie  the
residents of a place.

I consider this gn iiiogieal  use of
evacuate, which means, simply, to
make empty, but 1 can End no
authoritative support for that

Bud places b&g cvacuatcd  of inmates,
but, “t about the same time, we find
inmares being evacuated, i.e., rcnwcd.
Thii m&s no sense to me; evacuating  g
person is n job for the tnxidcmtist.  It
simply indicates thct writers  of the 20th
century  have “0 cmnct 0” iBcgieniity,
end that Sit Henry Wotto”.  author of
the first  sighting of this “se. had  he lived
another three-and-a-half centuries,
wotdd  feel s.t home in c Canadian  news-
room tod& debilitating good words
with the rest  of them.

Both the OED and Webster’s Second
put this use well  down on the list,  but
neither suggests that then is anything
improper  about it. My faithful old
Webster’s Cnilegc, however,  recognizes
only the uses  I deem ccccptable. One csn
newt  have too many dictionties.

I had n happier time s&g nnd fail-
ing to find support for the all-too-
frequent modern “se of vrrull  8s a trnn-
sitivc verb meaning to elevate suddenly
the position of smncnnc. BS in “. . .
three  birdies and an eagle on the back
nine today  vaulted him into third

place. . . .” That is a use that Sir Henry
wtted not of. “He vgnltcd  into third
plccc  with . . .” would both correct the
error and give the sentence more power.

sotug nwur  from readers:
Marcia Tannenbaum of Ottawa has

sent me g welcome response to my ask-
ing if we really need mwen - which I
understood UI mean expert - in the
language. She writes: “A maven is not
simply an expert,  o”e who knows a lot
about a partifular  area of k”owledge,
but also, more  impottnntly,  one w h o
undemtands.  . . . The word corn= from
the Hebrew verb ‘to understand,’ /‘ha-
wm . . . . I trust that  thii is sufficient
infommtion  to persuade you that the
language is indeed enriched by [the use
of the] word, r”Ove”.”

1 guess that provides sane justifica-
tion. I have always felt that  upert bore
sane connotation of understanding,

and, by fact. undmtmding,  in one of its
senses,  means  expert. Howcvct,  under-
standing has a broader keening, and,
from what Ms Tannenbaun says, I am
willing to concede that there is value in
having g noun such as maven in English.
It certainly beats undetstander.

Ukrainians, they might find them bor-
ing, dry, and overly cerebral.

“Do we have work writers that are
good witcts?” Wayman  asks.  “This is
something thet the w?me”‘s  mwcnnmt
and the black mowm~nt v:restkd with.
To a white person the black writer’s
work may appear clumsy. But the black
writer says, ‘Nu. “0, )3u a-<aI8p!,-ingall
the wrong  criteria.’ ” Put simply. any
anthology that ignores work writing is
ignoring  a central fact of our existe”ce.
“If you have literature that doesn’t me”-
tion work,” says Wayman, “it is a
literature with a” enormous hole in the
middleofit.”

(If the truth be told. all this might
hare bee” cleated up mme simply were it
not for my aversion to dictionaries pub-
lished since mid-century. The only two
referencea I have bee” able to tind
simply define maw” gs meaning expert,
and I was inclined to dismiss it as a buu-
word. I do not hate neologisms, I simply
suspect  them, and I distrust all dip
tioties under 30.)

A careful reader of the Tomnlo Star
reports that he is used Lo seting it’s for
its, and recently sew  her’s for hers in
that  paper. He encloses a clipping in
which their’s appears in large type, and
candudes:  “I’m waiting for hi’sl”

Another sharp eye noticed that ““e
edition of the Globe andMail  contained
both “surmupded  o” both sides” and
“surmunded.on  all sides.” A TV viewer
quotes an annmlncer  a.5 saying someone
was “getting it from all sides of the
coin.” (I presume this would include the
ilwide  snd outside, in addition to the
obverse and reverse. but it remains s
ridiculous fIIre.)

DURND  taosr OF my life, media was the
plural of medium. I” the television age,
it became more and more misused,
through ignorance, BS a singular no”“.
More recently, it has bee” used co”-
sistently and wilfully by aa increasbu
number of rcspcctcd  (“Ithough  not
necessnriIy by me) writers, and 1 “as
becoming resigned to it. Howeva.  I was
not ptcpcred  t” hew what I heard only
last night from the mouth of a U.S. net-
work TV broadcaster: “[Television is]
the most influential of the media” 0
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At 65, after half a lifetime polishing
his craft, H.R. (Bill) Percy is one of the
country’s ‘rlslng young novelists’

By WarokI  Hoiwood
N A LOVELY old house on the

1

E

estttary  of the Annapolis River in
Nova Scotia lives J. forma naval
man who is known among tourists.
as a friendly innkeeper and among
Ids neighbows  as one of the many
who have chosen to spend their
retirement in this most pleasant
comer of the Madtimes. Nothing
unusual about Bill Percy. He even
looh the part, hi trim beard set-
ting off a face lined and to&d

from gazing  at far horlmns, a wiry.
athletic man in hi 60s who likes to play
tennis and oaddle  a canoe and tend his
fruit trees. _

There’s just one odd thina  about him.
He happens  to be one of G&da’s “ris-
log young novelists.” a fiction writer
rho impresses both critics and readers
more and more with each book he pub-
lishes. His second collection of short H.R. per

stories. A Model Lover @toddart).  has recently.appeared.  Hl
third novel. Tmnter’s Tree,  is to be published next year by
Later & Orpert  Dmnys.  His  fourth  novel  is rapidly nearing
completion. And lo addition  to publishing fiction, he has
found time to write  short biographies of Joseph Howe and
Thomas Chandler Hallburton  (both  published by FStzbemy  &
Whiteslde).  All this since the mid-197Os,  when he announced
his career  was “just beglntting.”

Flotsam. published by Breakwater Books in 1978, won the
Nova Scotia  Plrst  Novel Award for H.R. Percy (as he’s knowt
on his dust-jackets; if you twist his arm he’ll admit that the
H.R. stands for Herbert Roland). An episodic sags, Flotsam
was based in patron his experiences  io the  Royal Navy doting
the Second World War. and showed the effects of his loog
familiarity with the short  &ay: the book practically btxalcs
down into a seties  of rather  long short stories.

Before he wrote his fmt novel Bill Percy had been writlog
stories for about 30 years, had been published  in many Cam-
din journals and anthologies, had appeared twice in Vanity
Fair and three times in Short Story International. and had
published a colIectlott,  The Timelew  Is/and,  published by
Ryerson in 1960. He WBS  regarded in Canadian  literary circles
as a hobbyist, doing the occasional  short story superbly well,
but hardly a full-time writer.

Flotsam was barely on the pm, however, when Percy had
atother novel ready. This otte - Painted Ladies - reflected
nothing  of hi own career, but a great deal of one of his private
interests: Percy is att amateur painter in oils.  A far more coo+
plex book thanl?oLwn,  it begins  with a dying artist, then pro-
ceeds to explore the many elements  that  went  into the building
of his  career.

Impatient with delays at Breakwater, Percy look the book to
Toronto agent Bella  Poma.  She promptly  placed it with
Lesta % Orpett  Denttys,  who published it in 1983  to ettthos-
iastlc  reviews. It was shortllsted  for the Governor General’s
Award and republished by General as a New Press Canadian
Classic. Long  before it appeared, Percy was workll on his
third novel and preparing  his second short-story collection. He
has recently returned from Ecuador, where he went to cdlect
background material for his fourth  novel.

Percy works et his witlog  full-time do&g the win&r lo a
mttage  that he owna  at Barefoot Bay, Florida:  Prom May to
December he lives at The Moorings, in Gmmille Feny,  N.S.
The Moorings, known as a “bed and breakfast” in the tourist
trade, is not only one of the handsomest Victorian houses in
the region but is furnished with period fomiture that Bill’s
wife Vina (short for Davlna  - she’s Welsh) has made a hobby
of collecting. Vbts  ls the real innkeeper; she loves the job,
loves  the house. low itt swoondbtgs.  and dreads the thought
of retirement. Bill, whose q&t mmribtttion is keepbtg  the
place in repair.  qards  the job with some impatience. and ls
usually to be found lo hi private oftice..  up the back stairs,

I pounding away at his typewriter.

THOUOH  BILL PBRCI’S  headlong - in fEtion  didn’t begin
until  middle  age, he always regarded himself as a writer. Born
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Aug. 6, 1920 at Burham, Kent, he grew up in a house full of
books among a family of avid readers. His paternal grand-
father was known locally as “the poet,” but nothing he wrote
has survived. Bill can’t remember when he start&l reading. or
when he fmt wanted to write. He recalls reading  Dickens’s
Bleak House before ihe age of 10, and his mother taking it
way because she thought it “too  adult.”

“1 never did get back to it,” Percy ICC&.  “I” fact, the only
Dickens I ever got to r&d was what I read as a child.” Joseph
Conrad’s novels and short stories becane the meat love of his
youth. (“1 believe I devoured everything he e&r wrote.“) He
also read Henry James and Thomas Hardy at au early age, and
many of the European classics  in translation: Balzac,
Dostoyevsky,  bfaupassant.  His periodical reading  was mostly
Argqv,  a magtine devoted entirely to short fiction. He first
published in a school magazbte  at age 11, and was “enor-
mously peeved by the school principal,” who demanded to
knpw whether he really had written it himself. At school he
$sb pmduced a magazine  on a machine called  a hectograph.

Naval careers  were a tradition in the Percy family, and Bill
went straight from school into naval apprenticeship. He was
still an apprentice when the Second World War began, and
graduated to hii fust  posting during the Battle of Britain in
1940. Drafted to HMS En~erprire,  s destroyer, he was on his

was torpedoed and sunkin the&y of Bismy.
Rescued and returned to Britain, he was s”bseq”enUy  drafted
to the battleship Kbzg  George V, stationed in mid-Atlantic,
and was present at the great chase and running battle in which
the Royal Navy sank the world’s most powerful ship, the
BiFmcrrrli. During the Battle of the Atlantic he got into Halifax
once, and decided immediately that Canada was whur he
Ivanted  to live.

He “tarried  Mary Davina  James while o” leave in Plymouth

in 1942, hut was then sent to the Far East on HMS Hawkinsto
join  in the war against Japan. His son Jonathan was 14 mouths
old when Percy saw him for the first  time.  Subsequently there
were two other children, Roger and Pauline. Percy and his
wife now have three grandchildren;

After taking part in the D-Day landings in Normandy,
Percy’s ship was sent back to the Far East, and he was sta-
tioned at Hong Kong until hi 1%year  tour ended. During the
war he had oue play produced on shipboard by Arthur Lane.
later a famous producer in London, and published an article
on Conrad in a naval magazine - but that was about all.

Before he could leave Hong Kong the Korean War started,
the navy refund his discharge., and he served  another 18
months in the Pacific. Then he applied for a post in the Royal
Canadian Navy, which just the” was advertising for Royal
Navy engtueers.  He got the Job, and he and his family  landed
at Halifax July I, 1952. From Halifax he was posted to HMCS
Comwdi&,  a naval base within sight of hi eventual home at

At the end of the war Percy had joined a group  known as
the Forces Writers circle. later The Tweutieth Century Writers
Club. Manuscripts circulated amoug members. and one of
than liked his story “The Captain’s Lady” so much that he
submitted it t” the famous literary journal VaniIy  Fuir, with-
out eonsuIting  Percy. “Out  of the blue,” says Percy, “came a
letter of acceptance offering 15 guineas.” That, at the time,
would have been an excellent week’s  wages.  The editor. A.Y.
MacPeake,  suggested the plot of another story. “The Timeless
Island,” which he subsequeutly  bought for 30 guineas. Bill’s
illustrator  at Vanity  Fair was Ronald Sea& latw famous as
author of The Belles  4/S. Trinian’s.

At Hallfax,  Percy met k group  of well-know” Nova Scutia
writers: WiU Bird, Helen Creighton, Thomas Raddall, who
introduced him to the Canadian Authors’ Association.
Through the CAA Percy became editor of the Canadian
Aufhor  and Bookman  and got to know most of the well-
known Canadian writers of the time - Louis Dudek. Gwen-
dolyn MacEwe”, AI Purdy - and occasionally a famous
visitor. Dudek arranged a dinner in Montreal for Henry
Miia, and introduced this Aumican e&mt terrible to Percy
and his other Canadiau frieuds. But Percy’s favourite  anew
dote fmm his years at the magazine is a simple one-liner: “1
had Petq Newman writing book reviews for me, for/ice.”

While worldng for the Canadian navy Percy entered an
essav eontestt  “What I Like About Canada” won 5100. which
bought a nei sewing-machine for Vina, and Bill was b&d to
lunch by the mbdster of national defence.  f”Lunchi~ with a
&dst& of the Crown - in Britain that  w&Id be almost  in a
class with an invitation to Buckingham  PalaceI”)

In 1972, the year after  his retirement from the navy. Percy
went searching  for a house in Nova Scntia.  Friends in Anna-
polis Royal mentioned The Moorings. He took a look qt it,
and immediately wired an offer to the owuer.  who was living iu
New Jersey. Vbm Percy didn’t even see it until the day they
moved in, but tbe house and the location. immediately acmss
the river from Annapolis Royal, have been her fmt love ever
since. Her success 8s an bmkeeper  fmauced their second home
in Florida.

D”mNG  HIS YEARS in ottaw* Bill arrived  at * new wlithlg
methud. Instead of starting with a plot, a theme, a back-
ground, he’d begin writing from a mere germ of au idea and  let
the story gmow on the page. The plot would then arise out of
the nseessitics  created by the characters as they drew and
developed. It was a method familiar to D.H. Lawrence. who
never knew what a “owl was about until it was half written.

The structure., Percy says, arises from the “ecesstties  of the
story. “You write yourself into a box,  and the” you  have to
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wire yourself out again.” There’s a certain penalty for this
kind  of writing. The narrative becomes convoluled. folded
backwards and forwards in time, creating  difficulties for the
reader. Fortonarely  Vlna Percy is a reader, not a critic, but
able to tell Bill when the thread of his narrative has dlsap
pared and had better be fetched ooL again.

“I don? usually rewrite.” Percy says. “I revise as I go,
chapter by chapter. But in the case of Tmnter’s Tree Vlina  con-
vinced me lhrr the middle part  of the book was obscure. so 1
rewrote il. I can no longer write a simple  chronological se-
quence. 1 often start near the end of a story,  and then have to

&ey are.” The method  shows up very sir&y in Palnteb
Ladies, where rhe tlashbackr  happen quite naturally, because
they are required 10 explain  what is happening in the present.
As a result.  no arrilicial  device is required to introduce them -

Trunter’s  TIW follows this strucmre  to an
degree. It is set in present-day Nova Scotia, and is concerned
cith such issues as protecdon  of the environment and the
qwdity of life (isues Percy has been fghdng about with the
Nova Scotia governmenr  for many years), but it covers  two
cenruries,  and includes a lot of history  in the presenl.  In Oran-
ville Ferry and Annapolis Royal history  b the present.

“Wting  a lot of short stories does something to your tie
tion in general,” Percy says. “Por one thing, ir creaL%  a habit
of compression. You get used Lo defining your characters ln a
few swift strokes. You geet used to bringing infornmtlon in
obliquely. But I find every major book a departure  and a
challenge. The characler  grows on lhe page. And what you de
mandof~hecharacterio thestorywill dlctatewhat  hispast  has
be<“. So you have to invcnr and define his past. It’s a
fascinating  process to wawh, and when I’m forced to be away
from Ihe writing  for a period I can’t wait to pL back to it to
find o”t what’s going to happen next.”

Percy is something of a purist.  When he writes in his own
voice he doesn’t dangle participles. He has escaped the morass
of floating  adverbs that has happed most of his contern-
parties. If he splits an infinitive he does it iotentlonally.  His
prose is not only correct. but colourful,  lmagistlc,  sod fresh.
He admits to “a passionate love affair  with language,” and
believes lhar  “the way a thought  is expressed not only dcfms
the thooght but helps to shape il.”

This may sound like heresy ln a period  when the language
one picks up on the sWeet  is supposed to be good enough for
Ihe most Olympian poet. buf Bill Percy spent half a lifetime
learning  10 use the language,  and only then began to do his ma-
jor work in fiction. “Young wilers  all too oIlen  discover  that
they have nothi% fo say. but with me. in some mysterioos
wy, the ‘something Lo say’ grew out of the ability  to say it.”

Thai  “something” can come from anywhere. He looked at
an rncienr tree on the roadihat rons past ids door; he began
wldng about if, and a whole novel grew up around it. Two
men he saw working on a roof became the powerful psycho-
logical srory  “Tearing Her Down.” A man sluiog  in a window
whh a pair of lield  glasses turned into a horrifying study of
rape,  “Falling for M&s.”

It’s magic - and Percy calls it that, unblushingly. It ls
magic drawn fmm the ordinary affairs of Life,  bar it is far
more  than ordinary. You do not achieve magic by portraying
the surface of life - only when yoo Wuminare its depths.”

From the day he published bis fmt short story BiU Percy has
had as tine a prose style as any !ictlon  wriler in Canada, bur  ln
other respects  his writing has grown with each book. Those
who have read Tmnter’s Tree in manuscript say it is even
better  than his earlier novels. His ficdon has bccmne more
subtle, more complex, his art more finely tuned with each
publication. His admirers will continue to fmd new strengths
in this developing  writ=. 0
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A masterpiece
in the tradition
of the grrat
European novel.

“A first novel of unusual sophistication
and complexity. Here’s a writer with  a
substantial fuhn& -- Ro&erf.wn Davies

“Bhabra  spins a compelling narrative that
is part character study.  part mystery. part
commentary on molals and the meaning
of life’ -- Pu6lisfwls  WelxU
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Urbane, stylish, and  slighdy
&beat, the stories in this

collection touch on the lives of
P wide variety of people: PII

tingler:  North American i’,__G
sAers living-and dying-in an Indian ashram.

Order  horn  U of T Press. I

Hallvard  Dahiie

Fiances Bmoke,  Joseph Skvoreclg  Mavis
Gallant. Wyndham  Lewis, and Malcolm
Lowry-these are some of the authors
discussed in this book, the first tidy of
the&gne of stile  in Canadian literature.
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Though overshadowed by the catchier teachings
of McLuhan  and Frye, George Whalley may yet emerge
as Canada’s most endurlng  critical theorlst

Studies ia Litetature and the Human-
it& by George  Whalley, edited b y
Brian  Crick and John Ferns. McGll-
Queen’s IJnive1si1y  Press, 270 pages.
$27.50 cloth (ISBN 0 7735 0535 0).

GEORGE  wti~u~~,  poet and scholar,
died in 1983 at the age of 68. For his
work on Coleridge.  meticulous and
perceptive and sustained  over most of
his worhing  life, he was wogmized  inter-
nationally 89 being quite simply the best.
For his other major concems, which had
to do chiefly vvith  the pro- of the
literary  imagination  and the civilizlw
age”& of humane studies, he \w less
widely knovvo:  and the fact that he had
few ardent fouowers  is not after  au son
prislog  since it is clear that the idea of
anything like a litermy cult was foreign
to the master’s beliefs about the true
nature of ctltlcal  lnq”ity.

Studies in Literature and the
Humanides  brings  together the fruits of
these other concerns, which until now
have been scattered in periodicals and
journals..  The results are lmpre.&‘e.
Although perhaps overshadowed in his
lifetime by the catchler teacbbtgs  o f
Marshall McLuhan and Northrop Frye,
George wllauey may yet emerge as
Gmada’s  most persuasive and enduriog
critical  theorist of the 20th  century.

Brian Crick of Brock University and
John Ferns of M&laster seem to have
bcyn thek aork on this  volume a t
about the time of Whalley’s fnd illness.
Some correspondence and a few
lneet&s were all they managed, but
these were enough to add affection to
respect for the dear and civil spirit  pre-
fgured  lo the writings.  In an admirsbly
restrained introduction they accept the
dew ceotral to Whalley’s render& of
Aristotle’s Poetics (which  is one of the
included papers) that the work they are
appmacblng  is “acmnmatlc,” meaobtg
“something  to be listened  to:’ hence the
less tampered with the better in its
dynamic unfolding. Afler the brief  in-
troduction, nearly half of it made up of
key passages quoted from Wballey  blm-
self, they therefore vvltltdravr.  Apart
fmm source identifications, the only
notes,  foil  of learning and marvellous  to

his texts.
There are 11 piecea  here, ‘and with

only two exceptions they belong to the
last decade or so of Wballey’s  life.
Although all of them were to fti places
in ma.&hes or collections, most of
them had their origins in oral presenta-
tions, which is to say le12ures.  addresses,
and papers, sod the stamp of their
origins remains: in their rutricted  length
(uniformly 20-23 pages.  which is an
hour’s delivery  time and about tight for
most audllnces) and in their structures
and rhythms (which show a classical
scholar’s awareness of the d&a of
Clcemnian rhetoric). Thll is no loss.
Whalley was a flu,ent  and compelling
speaker me ip the only man I have
koowo who could speak Cxrempore  lo
perfect paragraphs), and the person-to-
person voice retained in these piceu
highlights both the sinuous flow of their
arguments and the cardioal  principle of
his aesthetic that words do not mean but
persons do.

Four of the 11 pieces  are speciiicauy
targeted and might be called “praaieal
criticism  ” although Whauey would
dislike & association  of the phrase  with
LA. Richards, whom he saw as a less
than benign influence on the develop
mutt of contemporary ctitieism:  one 011
Colerklgt’s “The Rime of the Ancient
Marina,”  one (a review) on prye’s

Anatomy of Oittch,  one  on Jane
Austen, and one on E.J. Pratt.

The rest  are theoretical, or largely so,
operatiog within a large fEkl lo which
the term “poetic” is used to describe a
verbal process rather than a product,
whether lo poetry or in f=tion or, by
extension. in the modes of iotel&tual
inquky appropriate to literary Cal&m

_~_----~~_ _-_-_- _.--____..

(a poem or a novel. for example, belng
not a thing of m&es and rhymes or
plots and characters  but a kind of mlnd-
set to be &covered  by the writer and
rediiovered by the aitlc). I rqust  add
that they are also hottatory since most
of their persuasive energy is dlwted
toward diverting wandering and
wasteful notions about the nature of
scbolarsbip  and research, the teachlog  of
literature.  and the role of the homanltics
Into the simigbt  and tmechamtcls that a
proper undersianding  of language as a
human and humaoitiog  iostrumeot pro-
vide.%

Consistent, compact, and immovable.
the basic tenets of Whalley’s aesthetic
support all of these theoretical
discourses  and are of coone the under-
pinnings of the targeted pieces too.
There  ls bound to be some repetition,
but the contlnwd play of wit and lntelli-
geoce keeps boredom at bay. The impor-
tant thing  is that the essential  Whalleyls
here. and there is oo mistaking it. It is so
simple,  as WbaUey once said slyly of ooe
of Aristotle’s propositions. as to be
almost indescribable.

I like this essetttial  Whalley,  as I loved
the man. Here. all that lives  is holy.
Dead thiogs, indeed all thing that
dehumanize literature  and the use of
language, get short shrift. In criticism,
tbis means dissection. manipulation.
categorization. p&eon-holing.  wen Frye
gettiog  high on anatomy. I” civil  life, it
means jargon, gobbledegook,  and blind
faith lo tecl”lology.

Although I see tto evidence of a doe-
trinal  framework for Whalley’s
aesthetic, the mood 4olne.d for it ls
religious:  language is a sacred trust sod
one approached the sanct”aty,  wklcb  ls
literature, wltb  prayer and much fast@.
The statiog point ls “iMocewe o f
intent”;  the proper  feellogs  are “delight,
wonder, respect; quietness.” The works
of literature we examine being “things  in
the making, wmlog into belog. fmdiog
themselves.” the proper mode for the
aitic is heutistlc. “We sadly need a
philosophy of beuristlcs,”  V&alley  says,
“a study of the ways we hunt for and
fmd thlogs  when we aren’t  certain  what
WC are looking  for.”

http://www.inscroll.com/search0_bic.asp?begCount=1&choice=A&word=George+Whalley


A friendly Aristotle is at our side.  for
his Poetk3  is “a paradigm for all those
critical pmcedures  that salously  seek to
disctwei  the nature of what -they are
examining.  that seek to release with
accurate deftitlon the energy contained
\vithm  what precise shaping lbnits.”
Coleridge is there, too, with his thoughts
about “esemplastic POT.” Amen, I
.~a”. thoueh some may not.

ihallej3  world  ii elitist, and there
arepenaltiesforthat.  Hemaysometimcc
seem judgemental, intolerant, and
coldly intellectual. His ghost has struck
more  than a Sicker of fear in me as I
wlte thts  revlew. Then there  Is the qua-
lion of the srudy of Canadian literature.
Whalley’s dictum that it is “morepmlit-
able to study the works of giants  than of
dwarfs” is in keeping with his aathetic
and is diffmlt  to refute. But with such
easy dismissal he does not address the
problem of a colonial or emergent
lltemtwe - as E.K. Brown did, for
example, and with some success.

George Johnston, who sometbnes
turns his hand to writing wonderfully
sympathetic portraits of his friends, has
an acrostic poem on Wballey  that goes
in part  like Ihip:

price for
kttnv. 0
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By Douglas Glovsr

Gestures,  b y  KS. Bhabm. Imin
Publishing. 288 pages.  819.95 cloth
(ISBN  0 7725 1561 1).

A mutt stmmrr  of the resurgence of
Occupied Europe after the Second
World War  was the presence, often hld-
den and unacknowledged, of hmulreds
and thousands of Nazi collaborators,
profiteers, anti-Semites. men and
women \.vlm served  against the AIllea
during the ,‘,a~ or participated  in Ger-
man atmcltim.  Revelations following
the capture of Klaus  Barbie have shown
how the Allies  were vd&g to cooperate
vvith  and conceal knovm war crlmblalr

who might prove useful against the
Soviet Union. And nowadays yc.” can
buy food processors made by Kmpp, a
company once famous for its amm-
mats.

One can’t talk or read about this
without feeling unclean - the world of
collaboration and espionage, the
weighing  up of punlshmea for atrocity
against emnomic or political gain. ethics
against  power. is an icon of the complex-
ity of the question of human goodness
and evil, of the obliteration of human
value by political  utility, of the cormp-
tion of the age. But this  is the theme
H.S. Bhabm has chosen for this stylish
and authoritative novel.

Ges&~res  is the fictional memoir of
Jeremy Bumham, s minor Brltisb  dipla-
mat, a consul, “an ordlbmry,  honcw-
able Engllshman.“(By  the end of the
novel this bmocent-sounding  phrase has
became frel&ted with irony.) It begbts
tith hi assignment BP a young man to
the consulate in Venice  in 1923  just IL1
Mussolini cornea  to power. Bumham’s
fti setiotu  offtial  busbless  ip to cover
up the brutal  murder of an English-
woman by her Faclst lover in order not
to offend the new government  in Rome
and, incidentally, to save the life of a
Jewish friend whom the local police
threaten to frame for the aime. This ls
Bumham’s initiation into the rites of
power, the oddly monastic discipline of
compromise and trade-off.

In the second half of the novel. Burn-
ham fmds  himself in post-liberation
Amsterdam in 1945, helping with the
economic recanst~ctlon  of the Nether-
lands. Thmugh the b~tervention  of rhe
Jew he raved in Venice, he dlseovers  a
British plot to cover up the participation
of Holland’s wealthiest  industrialist in
forced wartime deportation of slave
labour  to factories in Bustem Europe.
Out of loyalty to his country, he goes
alon with the plan, finlsha out his
career with a knighthood, and retires  to
write his memoirs  at 83.

This is absolutely the bare bona of a
lush and complex  plot. I’ve left out any
reference to the density of detail, the
romance, the intriguing ch&mcters  with
wldcb Bbabm ftis his pages.  Bumham
himself is quite an btvention;  a marginal
person on the edge of power. he
resembles John Le Card’s  Smiley  in his
bureaucratic wisdom and his loyalty to
the state he happeas to serve. He is a
“realist,”  as he keeps telIb~  us in so
many different ways (Bhabra does go on
a bit too much about Bumham’s
philosophy of life and politics), whIcb

justice and dlsbonourable behaviour for
what appears to be the greater good of
the polity. He’s a behind-th-ed man
who yet feels. falls in love. marries, sees

his wife die, losea s son in the war, and
dies a little himself with each t&off
he makes.

Bhabra’s  theme. life in the dead zone
of real polities, is not a new one. Ed-
mund Bhmden.  Le Carr4,  and Prederick
Forsytb  have all de& with somewhat
similar  material. And, actually the
unravelling of the industrialist-war
crW’s identity seems a little old hat.
ms is a problem with every thriller  I’ve
ever  read.) The fun of C?&wes is getting
there, the world Bhabra creates  around
his narrator.  And this he makes all his
own, writing in a curiously quaint,
perhaps mwardim style (quite prop-
erly. of course - these are Bmnbam’s
memoirs) that reminds me a little of the
novels of Charles Moman - SW. The

This is a fme book from a novelist
who promism  to be prolific and attain

btg  out in Bngland  a.nh tbe United Statm
as well as Canada). 0

By Joel l’anofsky

A Model Lover, by H.R. Percy, Stod-
dart. I92 pages, $12.95 paper (ISBN 0
77315052 5).

Conventional Emotions. by Leslcv
Cboyce,  Creative Publlshera.  Ii8 pa&,
87.95 DBDCI  flSBN  0 920021  27 I).

G&d&e ‘Iinmld.  Good Lu& by
Audrey Thomas, Pagub~, 222 pages,
$17.95 cloth (ISBN 0 870 81058 4).

r_wue NOVELS OR poetry, the short
story does not lend itself to being
separated and pulled apart for critical
analysis. It is self-contained  - defd
by its smallness. “The whole story is the
meaning,” as Flannery o’cmmor said,
“becaue it is zur experience, not an
abstraction.” Regrettably, it is an ex-
perlence many publishem  and readers
today have chosen to forgo. But if the
market and the audience for short  fie
tlon  has diminished, it isn’t because of a
lack of mate&l. To their credit, Cana-
dian writers  in particular refase to give
up mt the form.

Even H.R. Percy% A Model  LOW,
th e  most uneven and inaccessible  of
these three new colleclions. demon-
stmtes the challatges as well a the
limitations of the short story. Among
the 18 stories are all manner of tales:
from the conventionnl (“The Ren&
vous”) to the supernatural (“The

http://www.inscroll.com/search0_bic.asp?begCount=1&choice=A&word=Percy
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Timeless  Land”)  to .the experimental
(“Sbado\w”).  Although  tbe  styles vary,
the atmosphere of the book is con-
sistently bleak, probably a result  of tb$
grim assortment of losers, low-lifes, and
physical and emotional cripples who
populate Percy’s fxtionaIworId.  It’s not
that  the chamcters  are  treated  unsym-
pathetically; it’s just that they are
rdeauersIy unpI@asant.

Percy vnites  Iike a man whose mission
is to make his prose as intense and richly
textured as the narrow  martins of the
pa3e will  allow.  Sometbnes,  though.
there is a fine line  between richness  and
thichleos:

The  ckti racka  to a standstilt behind
hi with  diiisbii arcs of sound. Its
fzwaklr  pressvres  M still upon IIt4
bones. built  now into a painful  edifice,
precadous  and  tatt.  All his being is
focused in its relverant  vuttcatity.
Percy tends to overmite  and push too

hard. His style is dense to the point of
be& self-consdous,  even pretentious.
The best stories stand out aclkcrudly-
exceptions that prove the rule. For
example, “Called  Avvay,”  about an old
tisherman’s  guilty secret, is relaxed and
vernacular, vrrittcn with an easy,
straightforv~ard  charm that showcases
Percy’s talent for evokin6  the spbit  and
landscape of his Nova Scotia home. On
the other band, self-indulgent pieces like
“Shadow”  and “Retlections”  haven’t
atrsceofplot,cbamcter,orwitandale
virtually unreadable.

Aa insight into Percy’s literary ambi-
tion is provided by one of his characters:
“Art . . . has no right to be perfeft;
only unique. Perfection comes of aiming
too low, malting  tbe safe leap. Art must
attempt the impossible..” Clearly, “safe
leaps” are not for Percy either. Instead,
he takes risks, aims  high,  and in the pro-
cess seriously tests the patience of his
readers. Percy nrtablly  succeeds in
m&ins  his stories “unique,” but the
effort proves to be s&defeating.

Ori&lly from NW%.  Jersey, Lesley
Cboyce  nov,  lives  in Nova Scotia and
s&s most of his 12 stories there. Setdn6
seems  to be the only  tbiig his book aad

Percy’s have in common. Conwntional
&imtiom  is sli&, unpretmths,  and
engagin3.  In fact, if this  couection  has a
failing,  it may be that it is too likable.
too safe. Still, Choyce  has a casual, con-
fideat  touch, aa offhand  sease of
humour.  and a talent that is wvell-suited
to short fiction.

Like all good story-tellers.  he is
especially adept at writbl3  fust  senteoces
- at drawing  the reader directly and
immediately  into the narrative. The
openinp  line of “Inherit the Earth” is
typical and bxsistibIe: “It’s Sunday
mondng,  I’m seventeen  years old and
I’ve diicovered  I’m impotent.”

Without “attemptin  the bnpossible”
or aiming  too high, Cboyce writes stories
that are restrained and intimate - that
make the most, of their smalb~ess.
Whether be is composing a comic tale of

Emotions”) or a~com&onate  portrait
of the  dead-end tiuure of &I unenr
ployed  Cape Breton  man (“An Island to
Stand On”), Cboycc’s instincts for what
worksand what doesn’t aresound. Even
ill simple,  throwaway stories like “Life
Savb13  Teclmiquea.”  he is able to hi1 hi
mark and move on.

Written mainly in the first person.  the
stories are arranged  and linked  cbmno-
logically.  They follow  the iaterchangb
able, autobiographii  narrators from
boyhood to adolesceacz  to adulthood.
Variations on the same supporting cast

hitch-hikers, and di&sion& hidpies  -
appear throughout the collection.
Echoes of the idealistic ’60s also filter in
and out of the book. (In ‘Touch of a
Vanished Hand,” the narrator is
plagued by LSD tlashbacks.)  Through  it
all, Cboycc’s  middle-&ss  landscape is
Iiberatly  dotted with enticing  &Is. insuf-
ferable  teachers, and broken-down  cars.

Concerned primarily with youth,
innocence, and “the rituals of
rebellion,” Conventional Emotions is
gent l e . ,  self-deprecating,  and predio
table. But there  are also some hard-
ed&d observations on growing  up and
being  trapped:

Yougraduatefmmk@hsckool....
You drink a few beer. - around  a
bit, somebody pta  knocked up, you get
married  and go on UK till Welfare
takes over. Somewhere atons the line
you are sapposed  to set fat and useless.
Tkere  am variations  on tkat scheduk
. . . Somnima  the order is sktfwd
around but nobody seems to -PC

Nobody escaper ia Goodbye Harold.
GoodLuck,  either; AudreyvThomas  sees
to it. Combbdng  Choyces  facility and
Percy’s ambition, Thomas writes  about
day-to-day regret and lotxlbwss  with an
tmtiching  eloquence. It’s abaost as if
she’s teatb13  the resilience of her
characters, particularly the females.
Ed3blg  their way out of a faiIb@ mar-
riage or a bad relationship,  they discover
tbat independence briDgs  with  it a whole
new set of restrictions.  In the title story,
there  is this  revealing description of a
woman on ha owe: “she had felt safe,
or at least safely defmed,  so Ion3 as bet

Cooking fooda  from the land -
game, fish, wild vegetables and
berries. An up-to-the-minute
resource book for adventurous
COOk.5.

May release  - 106 Pages spiral
ISBN o-919316_-13-5  Price 511.95

Wry, mflicking  tales  of the
l-me North

These graphic. firsthand stories
have a cutting edge that’s aa
sharp as the Arctic wind.
June release - 96 Pages
ISBN O-919316-14-3 Price TBA

Sbacklekn,  Dickins, Stefansson
- and many others tell of
pioneering work in the Arctic
that changed concepts of our
world. Historic photos and
ItlaPs.
June release - approx.  400 Pages
ISBN O-919316-151 Price TBA

outcrop,
The Northern Publishers
Box 1350, Yellowknife,
N.W.T.
XlA 2N9
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daughter v,os with her. . . . But now in
the Lounge  of the Inn . . . Francine  was
exposed for what she really was - a
v,oman alone in B bar.”

In the introduction to Goodbye
Harold. Good Luck Thomas confesses.
,‘I tend to think  of myself as a novelist,
but. . . I must admit that  people seem
to like my stori&  better.” Comparing
tbis accomplished book with her last
novel. Interfidal  Llle.  an uneven, dif-
ficult work, R’s easy to see why. Like
Alice Mlunro  and Mavis Gallant,
Thomss is at her best working withio  the
boundaries of the short story; she is at
her most effecuve  creathlg  a fiction that
is subtIe  and fr&le, that is made up of
hard cboicu  and vivid moments.

“Breaking ma Ice” Is a typical
Thomas stoty.  Pocusing on a familiar
theme- a single  mother startiog OVQ,
searcbiog  reluctantly for .ulmetbbtg  bet-
ter or, at least, new - it is tough and
vulnembie at the same time: full of
tender ordinariness and quiet pain. It
shows just how much can be 80

actlon  - with ao ear for di&gue, an

pie incident waiting fir a’cdl from a
prospective lover  is invested with
av&ardttw  and hope, with a tension
the reader catt geouioely  fed:

Yn each time the telephone  went. her
hean  began  to pound. she scolded it the
way she mi@n scold the car or r ckild  if
It were  impatient . . ..TkeI-e.thephDne
again. Let it m. One. Two. Thee.
Then slowly pick it up.
Although Thomas is obliged to

observe  the boundaries of each in-
dividual story, the collection as a whole
re%als  an impr&ve range. Along with
the  heattbreaking  scenes, there are also
cynical wisecracks: “A young woman
told mc that, if you have titc spettn,  you
can Imp-ate  yourself vlith  a turkey
blastex I laughed and laughed attd  she
was hurt:’ A feminist  but not a feminist
witer, Thomas  is “interested in points
of view,” even  points of view she sees as
“immature,  silly  o r  unmligbtened.”
This is evident in “Compulsory
Pigutes; a quirky tale about a high-
mioded foot fetishist  who “likes ex-
petieoced  feet,”  and “Local Customs,”
r poignaot story told fmm the perspw
tive  of a lonely ltyear-old boy.

As different as these books are, and
despite their valving  degrees of success.
they have  one thing  in commott: an in-
nate  faith in the tiny cracks o f
understanding and experience their
stories can uncover. In the end,
smallness ir its own reward, because
what lingers, what sticks, is a detail, an
instant - like a middlHged  woman
\vaiting  impatiently for the telephone  to
ring.0

By Veronica Ross

Picklog the Morning Calour.  by
Kevin Roberts, Ooliehao Books, 133
pages 88.95 papet QSBN  0 88982 888 0).

Dog Attempts ta Dmvm Msn in
Saskatoon,  by Douglas Glover,  Talon-
books, 126 pages.  $8.95 paper (I8BN  0
88922 228 2).

The Picture on the Wall, by Percy
Janes,  Creative Publishers. 124 pages,
$7.95 paper  (ISBN 0 920021 23 9).

THE= THREE  books - two collections
of short stories fmm British Columbia
and a novella fmm Newfoundland -

ftion being witteih Canada. tithe
writers might be seen as tjpiial  in terms
of acccssibiity,  Puncbii theit names
into the computer termioal of my local
library for citations of previous books, 1
found only Jane’s House  of Hate.

Pick& the Morning Co/our  is decep
tive  at fti. Many of the stories  appear
to be merely entertaining, mUickiog
good yams. Even the cover of pIok and
yellow Rowers seems, at fust, mislead-
ing, more suitable to a book of inspita-
tional verse, say. It is only later, when
the  stories are thought about, that their
true essence emerges, much as the
flowers  on the cover, upon closer inspee-
tion. seem to srow out of their black
baclcgrmmd.

Roberts lived in Australia  until see 25.
About halfjhe stories are seiio 6itish
Cobmtbii,  where he now lives,  half in
Aust~dia. They  are lbrther  divided by

people  - and &te subtle  experimcnt~
writing. Interestillgly, the two locations
an separated by two piece5 of m-
~erimeoial  omse. It’s a wonderful sttwiure. The  &taphor  and visiin of these
two pieces are like madmaps  to other
stories.

The title story, “Picking the Momiog
Coiour,” is about two university
studeots earning money pickmg  fruit in
Australia. Mindventures. chicanery by
bosses, and union matters abound, but
the story is told &itb  wry bumour.
Moves right along.  you want to fmd out
what  happeos next, and hey. you’re
laughmg. “We au burst out laughing.
But nothing was rea8y funny about it.
Nothing at all.”

Similarly,  in “Hangi,,, the wild do-
ings of a hunch of expatriate  Australians
and New Zeaisnders  sound wildly cmzy.

The host’s Canadian wife is especi@y
upset. and at the end she %buddemd
visibly=  at the thought of next year’s
“Hat@’  (a long barbecue). She knew it
would all happen again.

IthinktbatisthecruxofRoberts’s
stories. People ate moved by sometbiog
they know deep within tbemsdves.
Dreams are bnpottant in his fiction: a
Vietnam vetemo  helps an old Indian to
die and dreams of copulating with a
deer; a tishetman dreams of a “beautiful
green woman who undulated under and
away from him every time he tried to
posses her”; and in the excellmt story
“Carcharhiidae” an Australian. boy
obsessed with  sharks dreams of “sharks
mating, the male biting the dorsal fm of
the female.. . andiostantlytheseais
fill of almond shaped shadows cir&g
in his mind.”

Roberts’s voice is strong, but it is the
quieter flash  of vision that  makes  his col-
lection so vibrant.

The eovn  of Dog Alter@.?  to Drown I
Man in Saskatoon  resembles the front
page  of a newspaper with scandalous
unne-ons  for the reader: Constanze
Heboyan,  miuionairew Flo, ready to
commit suicide; a couple about to part:
and the lives. sexual and otherwise, of
Teri, Annie and Philip.

Glover’s  fiction is contemporary and
sophisticated, and set a8 over the world.
Detail is piled upon fascinating detail.
One reads about North .Americans  im-
mersed ill eastem religioa, a church
diinitary, swinging singles,  a lone4
homosexual, the “modem couple,” a
ritzy old folks’ home. Bach story sbim-
mers  memorably as a whole. And at the
centre of a8 the detail. each story eon-
tains  a fragile core: the loneliness of co*-
temporary lift?.

“Dog Attempts to Dmvm Man in
sarkatoott”  won the Carrdiim  Fktion
Mugazhe  contributor’s prize  for 1985.
but all nine stories in tbk book sre splen-
did.

Remembering Percy Jties’s  powerful
House  of Hate, I WBE  anxious  to read
The Picture on the Walt. Like Howe qf
Hate the seuing  in Jams’s new novella
is Newfoundland. but titer6  the rem-
blatice  ends.

Knuskles and Jade are bored young
down-nod-outets  who vandalize, steal,
and gw.mIly lead disreputable lives.
They have no money for beer, diversion,
or food more interesting than cmmed
spaghetti. By cmttrast,  Norman and
Edythe are oti. middle-class, and
sedate, and are slow4 and oh-so-
carefully falling  in love. Knuckles and
Jade torment them because Norman
fned ffiuckles  fmm his house-painting
job.

It’s an interesting plot. but it reads
more like an outline for a novel than a
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full-length work. I genuinely became in-
terested in the characters. but 1 wanted
to fmd our more.  (I wanted to know, for
instance, about Nommn’s  former lover
- name, heir colour. end why Lhe rela-
lioluhip broke up. And Edythe - what
scam&k lurk beneath her fetching
frocks?) The strength  of this novella lies
in the plot, but 1 wish Jenes had fleshed
The Pielure on lhc Wall  out more. 0

uiel skill
and overkill
By NsII Blssoondafh

Foreig” Affelrs,  by Kearh  Fraser,
Stoddart,  320 pages.  $12.93 paper
(ISBN 0 7737 5042 6).

August NIghIs, by Hugh Hood, Stod-
dart. 215 pages. 312.95 paper (ISBN 0
7737 5046 0).

7~6 FIRST LINES of the stories  in Foreign
weirs ere often attention-catching:
“This is a calling  like eny other, except I
was not called.” “Clam holes. Peeping
dunlins.  The beached star. Yes. she can
remember freedom.” “We grew up with
earthquakes.” Yet, while several of the
stories  offer promising starts, they do
not always deliver. And what is tc”e of
these stork is also true of the book ss B
whole.

Akhougb some of the stories  - “The
Emerald city, ” “There Are More Dark
Women in the World Than Light,”
“The Punishment of Luxury”  - do not
work, others are very good. “Teeth,” a
tautly told tale of fear and senseless
violence. is always agegaging,. ss is the
wistful “Merit  of Ours.” “The History
of Cambodia.”  the story of a young,
fanele Canadian journalist captured,
used and abused by Khmer Rouge guer-
rllles. is a” extended nighbnare of a
novella.  IL flickers between Lhe brutal
conditions of her captivity and her
sweet, fantasy-like memories of life back
home on the beach end in Phnom Penh
before the fall.  The story is marred only
by “““ecessery  drawlags  of oarlocks
that Pmser twice includes. This  doodling
In the middle of flctio” is a lechnique  I
have little sympa?hy  for. It sewns to me
that B titer of ability - and Fraser is
clearly one - should not have to resort
to cartoons, should eve” fear them as a
sign of failure of vocation.

“Foreign  Affairs,” Ihe title story. is
for me the most satisfying.  It traea with
a nicely measured mthle.5sne.w  a man’s
descent into inmhermce through the
ravages of multiple sclerosis, his tight

against  it, and the evenmal, inevitable
deeline of spirit. Silas’s gmwi”g in-
coherence is marked in the way his
dlalogueiswitten:  “That’s mo ocking.
A mo xkw and a mi bnic are dif-
ferent.” By the end of the story, he is
pmnounclng  only vowels and syllables.
speech almost totally  incomprehensible.
The technique works wonderfully.  Silti
engages us wilh his wit and his strength
of mind. He is a ma” who relishes  life
eve” es it dims for him, maintaining a
presence well beyond the end of hi
rouching. frightened story.

The final  novella, “Here,” however,
is sn unforlunate  way to end Lhis  mllec-
Lion. Too long and burdened witi an
unengaging main character, this story
unsuccessfully  repeals the dialogue
technique used so well in “Foreign Af-
fairs.” In “Here.,” it proves tiresome, a
magic trick that loses its magic through
repetllion and bsomcs Lransparent.  I”
addition, Lhe first Line of the story is
“Here is how it ends.” a clever reversal.
The line is repeated intermittently
throughout  the story, the aim being, one
surmises. to set up e kind of chant (or
mantra. the story bdng set in India) 10
lend a certain measured solemnity to the
narrative. But as the story drags
purposelessly on, the repeated line
becoma a” irritant, and thereaderlongs
for the fulfdmat of its promise. ,

Fraser is a literary  technician  who en-
joys finding “eat uicks to help hbn tell
his stories.  bur  such techniques must I”-
evitably  justify themselves: Do they add
anything to the story? Do they offer B
dlmensio”  that could not olherwlse have
bee” acbIeved. or are they simply hicks,
importenl  only 10 thanselves  and u”-
necessary to the telling7  And, most  lm-
portent, do they diskact more than they
inform? Too oRm in these stories, they
seem’to  be there only es symbols of
teehnicsl dexlerIty,  to the deuiment of
narrative inventiveness. Why, for exam-
ple, I” “13 Ways of Listening  to e
Stranger,” is dialogue  presented I” UIL-
puncluated  italics,  onparagraphed  co”-
versafions  sometimes running  con-
fusingly into each other? It a&s “otbi”g
to en eke&y SlLn story.

As e fmal  note, let me make a plea for
fewer puns. It is, it seems to me, sbnply
Fraser’s rrying  too hard to be clever thyt
most mars this book.

There ls “one of this  in Hugh Hood’s
l a t e s t  short-story  colkctio”,  Augusl
Nigh&.  Lively and inventive, focusing
always on vivid, telling  detail, these are
the s&i.% of B wirer in admkable co”-.
trql. Augwf  Nighfs is Hood’s 20th
book, aad his experiace  shows. Not a
word wested, not B sentence  misplaad.

There is nothiq overtly dramatic in
these  tales of quietly desperate lives,  but
a sense of discovery keeps Hood’s read-
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ers movhlg  from  one story  to the next.
What does it more than anything else

is Hood’s solid grasp  of cbamcta.
Marian  of “The Small Birds,” a highly
descriptive story that is testimony of
Hood’s powers of observation; Max
Strathey  of “Cute Containers”; Bud of
“Evolving Bud,” about the decay of
innocence in cottage comwy; the SW.-
obsessed Gmcie Falconer of “Quicker
Coming Back”: these are deftly sketch-
ed characters who prove  memorable in
their ov,n small ways. Bven Sally and
Pauicla,  the breezie  baseLw_ll  groupies  of
the satirical title story, manage to lm-

than they pretend to be.
“I’ve Got Troubles of My Own,”  my

fwmuite in the collection, is a story that
could easily  have fallen into facile
ciuicature  but deNy avoids it. A tale of
moral dilemma, it tells of a single
mother who, squeezed  for money, is
forced to evict tenants - whom she has
never seen - for irregular payment of
rem. Only afterwards does she fbd out
that the husband is a cripple, the wife
pregnant. Her only response-the only
one left to her in a cradiing  free enter-
prise system - p anguished self-
justification.

Many of these stories, even the fairly
gti “I’ve Got Troubles of My Own,”
are laced with satirical  humour:

“IdIS . . . Mm?”
“M-,”  she said sturdily.
She r&ized  that he didn’t even

suspsct  what A4s stood for and deckled
no* to follow up on blemiflcatlon.  Let
him tblnk  what he liked. He pmbsbly
tiiwd she waY Mrs. Mzzzz?n.

III “Cute Containers,” an outside toilet
acquires with the passing of the years
“the slams of a hallowed antique, an
historic edifice. something that ought to
be protected by Heritage Canada.”

One story, “Moskowib’s  MOUS-
tsche,” is attempted Oogolll  satlre
that takes on television  news, the CBC,
Ottawa and the top of Barbara Frum’s
head. Unfortunately this story tries too
hard to be funny and, in its wild exag-
geration, fails to be. But it is a rare
failure. Even the fantastical “The Black-
mailer’s Wasted Afternoon” and “In
the Deep,” each in its own way a pm-
duct of the twilllt zone. prove per-
suasive.

Hood’s settings for the most part are
less the exotic than the ordinary  - cot-
tage country, suburban living  rooms,
even Yorlivllle  - made exotic. Through
closely observed dewrlption, Hood in-
fuses each place with the patina of a
reality beyond everyday banality,  rarely
ever letting it get out of wntml and
thereby turning it into the stuff of
literature.

In Aususl  Nights,  there is littie  sense

of the manipulated or the manipulative.
Beading the stories war, like any evening
spent with a fine story-teller. an
unalloyzd pleasum. 0

‘By Sylvia ill. Bfnwn

Volfes ts Viiiom:  hdervlws  with
S&aicbewan  Wrifers,  edited by Doris

‘ Hillis,  Coteau  Books, 228 pages, S17.95
cloth (ISBN 0 9199% 47 9) and S 11.95
paper (ISBN  0 919926 48 0).

Joker for the Apocalypse, by David
Carpenter, McClelland & Stewart. 189
y 812.95 paper (ISBN 0 7710 1908

z-E UirERVfeWS  M Voice.3 & Virions
were done not just to describe personal
influences and writing habits but to trace
the literary movement in Saskatchewan
-asEliMandelsaysinhislntmdue-
tion, “the story of the discovery of a
witlug community or wen  the f&ding
of it." Some of those interviewed are
editors and publishers  as well as writers.
who have “wntrlbuted  to the growth of
Literature in the province” through such
ventuies *II Grain magazine.
Thistledown Press, Thunder  Creek Co-
operative, Cotem!  Books, and thmllgh
the Saskatchewan Writers’ Guild and
the S&atchewan Summa School of the
Arts. Jut as they excitedly talk about
these other interes&  Hillls  draws  them
back to Eomment on the importance of
place in their own work.

In Guy Vanderhaeghc’s  view, Saskat-
chewan  is a “good  place because there
are not the pressu~ here as on a writer
living  in Toronto. But, at the same time,
the writer in Saskatchewan ls less in-
clined to be thought of as a national
writer. . . .” For I.mlla crotier, place
literally means  the prairie landscape, to
which she has felt spiritually close. In
contmst.  the immigrant Elizabeth Allen
is oppressed by an agoraphobll  open-
ness and the prairie winter. The
peripatetic Ken Mitchell  managed to
take the place with  him when he wrote a
country-and-western musical while liv-
ing in Greece. Although, as Terrence
Heath expresses it, “prairie  titers  am
feeling themselves free to deal with other
subiect matter.” it ls clear from the
~&WIIS  covei painttng  by Anne E.
Meggitt’that  response to the  landscape is
the book’s orsanidng principle.

Hill%,  a poet and critic, solicits detini-
tions of what it is to be a titer  as well as

precticd  &ice:  claims Anne Smmigal-
ski, “The people who shouldn’t be in
[writers’] gmups.arc  those  who immed-
iately accede to everybody’s demands.”
Vanderhaeghe and Glen Sorutad  ftid
Writing  10 be a VOyaSe  Of Sdf-discOWry,
whereas Gertrude Story ius& that “the
wuds were delivered  to me.... I
heard the words being spoken. . . . I
simply took the words  down . . . :’ She
gives the impression of having been
misunderstood a great deal through
those “dam books” she wrote. and
would prefer “never to write a&her
word for publication . . . . ”

Writers use the opportunity to ex-
pound upon what they take to be fun-
damental truths: that the female is a
guardian  of the continuity of the human
species  (Szumlgalski);  that  “those peo-
ple who understand themselves the best
make out the best” (Vanderhaeghe);
that we gain wisdom and understanding
through  pain (Pauick Lane); or that
*‘we are free to accrue unto oursdva as
much pleasme as we can, pmvidlng we
cause the least possible pain to others”
@tory).

One moot point is discussed - the
‘problem of the reader  ccmfuslng art
and biography,” to quote Lane. who
adds that “diit  experience from life
becomes memphorically  transformed.”
As Brenda Richer  says, “What starts off
as being biographical becomes fit-
tlonalii.” I do not think Hlllis  was
asking if any of their work is
autobiographical (Storj’  views such
questions as immaterld), but merely
probing  to fmd out if upbringing is ever
considered by the writer  to have literary
relevance. Lane, for instance.. says that
he became pollticlzed  through what he
witnessed of poverty and oppression in
his  trwds  through South America: “My
gmv.ing up as a working_class  kid had
somehow made me a member of the
same disenfranchiied group.”

His is preparing a second volume of
interviews to indude other Saskat-
chewan writers not represented here. I
wxdd hope m see an In&an or &I&Is in-
eluded, since  only one writer in ttds
volume - Heath - discusses  the
“regard and respect for Indian people
and their culture”  that appears in his
writing. And a sample of each writer’s
work - an exwpt  fmm a poem, story.
or novel - might precede each inter-
view.

On the whole, Hillis  performs the in-
terviewer’s art well; she does not depend
on other  critics but offers rust-hand
reactions to the work. She is imdli~ent.
widdy reed,  and equally at &rni
discussing prose and poetry. She leaves
mom for disagreement and defence, and
is often complimented by the inter-
viewees on her perceptions.
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Fmm this same literary scene comes garden and voluptuous blonde woman. ,
David  Carpenter’s first  novel -actually The manor, located  on an island near
tvio novellas. the second set largely  on the mouth of the McGregor  River, and
the grounds of the Saskatchewan the woman, the same  one who had
writcrs’/“rtists  colonies  at Emma Lake The price unleashal Mackenzlc’s  “dadlest  ap-
and Fort San. a former tuberculosis petit.%”  months back in London, reap-
sanatorium. Thlhese humorous yet hsr- pear in several of the stories. In “‘Ibe
rowing tales are linked by the figure of Deer Park,” a 5&year-old  surwyor
Walmsley,  the pilot killed in a plane
crash before the bcgbming  of the first

By Michelle Heinemann dying of cancer reveals  his experience on
t h e  mlstashrouded,  eerily  seductive

story, who turns o”t to have been the Vaocouver Flciloo, edited by David island - now overrun  with deer - lo
rather  of the alcoholic music teacher in watmough,  Polestar Press, 198 pages, 1932. In “The  Castle” s wealthy
the second. Both arc set in the  context of $12.95 paper (ISBN  0 919591 05 I). developer recrates the manor complete
a marriage on the rocks - a time for T h e  Secrel Joumd of Alexandw with plastic garden and plastic d&r  on a
accountine when memories come
fluoding b&k.

Macketule,  by Brian Fawett,  Talon- hillside. The plastic comes to symbolire
books, 106 pages, S9.95 paper  (ISBN 0 the lack of depth  In the man’s madage.

“Jokes.” with its subtitled section OII
“Lola” (shades  of LoUtal)  is rembds-

889x2  7.214). Throughout his stories,  Fawcett hits

cent of a number of antlhemes -
upon a more fuodamental  lack of depth
in modem life. In “The Endako Hotel

Audrey Thomas’s Munchmeyer, or an Vat~cauwr Fiction Massacre,” he laments the loss of “the
older Holden Caulfield, but especially of The Secret Journal of Alexander
Nabokov’s Humbert Humbett  and his

kind  of world in which people arc able to
Mackenzie. Although the  former ls mom

female Iigwe who contributes little
hold onto a sense that reality has mom

geareel lo tolIe  than arc Fawcett’s  17
dialogue but satisfies  the pmtagonist’s tough-&cd  chronicles. both coUc&ns

dimension and depth than the side

lust. The earlier  “Lute”  s&on  is more
focus of their personal well-b&g.”

express the consciousness of a marked
evocative and reverberates with ques-

He’s exceptlondIy  skilled  at working
beginning and both  pose tbc question of

tions of dream and reality. There ls
through many layers  of deception to

whether the end is near.
much anlstry in the summer explora-

reveal the simple truth. In the process,
Vancower  piellon  relics extensively though, he takes no care to hide bls

tions  of pubescent boyhood into sex, on the city’s most accomplished writers.
death, and the unknown when every- It indud& new work 6y Jane Rule,

pessimism. His cc+nments  on the
plunder  and rape of a region once

thing is “nocturnal. . . . secret  and holy Keath Fraser, Audrey Thomas, and
“d terrifying. What I mean is. cn-

lavishly blessed with an abundance of
D.M. Fraser  and previously published

chanted.” stories  by Malcolm Lowry, Ethel  Wilson,
nature’s girts  are caustic.

Fawcett is at hls best in such stories as
Exaggerated stories of a monstrous and Betty Lambert, among others. It

fresh-water pike with the jaws of a begins with a story about beginnings: an
“The Enemy Witbln,” wbllh corn-

sharl~,  told by a potential pedopbile
aggressive economic domination by car-

excerpt from Hubert Evans’s The New
I+ont Line, in which the return iim the

pomte America to a silent  war, wltb  an
appropriately named Mr. Hook, in- “invisible invasion, Invisible  invaders,
stigate a mock heroic quest, the  pursuit Flat world war of thousands of Mum2_~~~_ invisible casudtles.  . . .I’ Yet the casual-
after an unholy grail.  .+ll of nature - mm  marks the end of an innocent em. ties arc not quite as neatly bidden as
moth and spider, jackfti and pike - is New futures lie ahead. but for the ccntml
either eating or btia eaten. The character, Hugh He&son, a new war

Fawcctt  would bdtlally  lead his readers

gaping beneath the surfa& of the lake,
has just beam.

to believe. Rather, it appears to be more

The S&l Joumal  o f  Alamtder
a game of survival  of the fittest,  as v/he”

then srinnins “serpent-like.” min.&s
with brew’;  nightmares of some

Mackenzie deals also with the beeinniw
the U.S. conglomerate Dairy  World puts

of the end: &e discovery  of the-!Pacii:
a stranglehold on the local dairy.

The quertion  of continued survival
monstrous thing watching and hoverim
neu him. Freudian cri& could mak;

Northwest la the late 1700s by Alex- looms heavy over both cdlections.  In
ander Mackenzie, which  marked the

much of the imagery of the unconscious start  of industi.  development lo the
Vam-ouver &ion, D.M. Fraser’s  post-
bomb “Recessional” is a sorrowful,

here-water, fue, blackness, and holes. reglon. The narrator of the title story
The libidinous youths act out murderous

brlUiant,  deliberately confused account
has found a secret  journal kept by of a time so dose that  it makes still-

games in retaliation against  the safe. tea- Mackenzie, whlcb differs consldembly unresolved fears  of Second-World-W=
cosy vJorld  their elders would have them fmm the “official” blstorlcal version.
believe exists.  They are on the bti of a As the enttim proceed, it becomes  dear

coastal upheaval seem inconmquemisl.

repressed  truth about reality. about to
In a more positive vein, David Wat-

that’ Mackenzle’s  adventure  was not mough’s sensual ‘%.ocouva  Summer
make darkness visible, about to fall simply  a discovery  of the land. An lo-
from the grace  of innocence.

Pudding” offas  a fictional record of the
ward, almost spiritual exploration mumal  Peace March.

Drew’s awakening to adult under- pamllels  the gx.ogmpIdc one, e&aced Fawcett, for his part. plasm bis hitta-
stmldmg  OEEurs to the rhythm of poetry, by the mnsumptlon of bulbous flowers sweet stamp on the question of human
a rcadlry of “The Cremation of Sam and the mystaious  appearance of an survival when he delivers “My Friends
McGee,” after the gigantic fish Rngllsh  manor, complete with a lush Am Gone,” in which the nortbemer
“Adolphe”  has been devoumd by cdcb- Don Benson mveals  that  survival  has
rams. The devils  of Paradke  Lost are taken him hack to the caves. Fawcett
unleashed upon the earth with the
realization that his own father possessed

juxtaposes f-s about the futiliry of

the filler  instinct in the face of perishing
progress agab~st  ids f&b in.& baslc
human instinct  for survlvd.  Rhetoric

hunger. This novella shows skill in its. about coneem for the mntbmation  of
allusiveness and suspense fmm yet
another  gifted story-teller fmm the

humanltmd  falls  flat compared to his in-
sistance  that life still  offers some

prairies. 0 options, however primitive. 0
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still  saw, by Persimmon Blackbridge
and Sheila Gilbooly,  Press Gang Pub-
lisbers,  iuusttated,  101 pages, 912.95
paper (ISEN 0 88974 028 3).

Ey Dona Sfurmanis
THIS  COLLABORATION by Vancouver
sculptor Persimmon Blackbridge.  nat-
rator  Sheila  OilhooIy.  and other writers,
is a power-packed expobc  about the sw-
ptising  political  aad social attitudes that
ctlll  exist relative to feminism, le+
bn?ism,  and mental illness. Black-
bi dge’s  sculpture series, accompanied
b;* experiential texts, chronicles a period
of three years that Gilbooly  spent in
psyclnatric  institutions. Although  focus-
ing primarily on tbe iajostice  and &or-
mee the psychiatric care system demon-
strates towards gay women, the uaderly-
ing emotions of fear, anger. and
outright defiance can easily  apply to
other similarly victimized groups. Im-
ages of drugging, sexual  abase, and
shock treatments make for a disturbing,
precise documentation  of a nightmare
survived and assimilated into the

victim‘s life not as a forfelt.  but as a
source of renevved strength

still sane fust  appeared as a well-
received sculpture series  at Vaacouver’s
Women in Focus  Gallery in 1984, but
this book is certainly not an art cats-
logue. It is a confusing, not confused,
ttibute  to an art vigorously laden with
social and political content, something

sadly lack&  in Canadian art BI a whole.
In tbis sense, a thousand words can be
said in an image. The response  may not
be as objective as if the themes were
addressed separately lo lengthy study
books,  but that is the whole point. The
punch delivered here is meant to be an
emotional one, and effective eaoogb  to
get tbmugb  to anyone who reads it. It
should be mentioned that Kate Mlllett,
Margaret Atwood, and Judy Chicago
have already praised  still sane  lavishly.
This book should inspire not only

ao effective new way of add&sing
them. 0

Spider Blues: Essays  oa Mlcbael
Oadaatje, edited by Sam Solecki,
V6bicolc  Press, 369 pages, $15.00 paper
(ISBN  0 919890 66 0).

By Sparling  Milk
THIS USEFUL  anthology combines 25
essays by a variety of critics, an extensive
bibliography. and two interviews of
Ondaatje by Sam Sol&l. In the 1975
interview, we meet an open, magenial
young man; in the 1984  interview his
manner has changed - be is more reti-
ceot, bnpatimt, exact. After nine years
he will not allow the interviewer to put
words in his mouth.

The most important word Ondaatje
utters in the second interview is “archi-
tecture.” He is responding to Sole&l’s
asking what he would like to discuss
most in “media interviews.” Ondaatje
goes on to explain that he means “bon
one eompaws a book” - “structure;
“design.” “context,” “Where the
oanator  wads.” Soleeki  is very dense
about all this, introducing into the con-
versation Ondaatie’s  frequent use of the
word “magnets” in his work. Ondaatje,

lng ibout a thematic e&o, a psycho-
logical echo; what I waot ls something
mom physical, something having to do
with the placing of a scene in one place
and not in aaother.”  The critica  might
be wise to explore more %rchitextwe”;
lo their haste to nail Ondaatje down
within a literary tradition, their com-
meats are not as vibrant as his own.

At least Mlcbael  Ondaatje should be
pleased witb the “desigo” of tbls book.
The cover is sensuous, with leaves,
orchids, satin. and a furry black spider
in its own margined  sqoare.  The empba-
&log mlour of the whole book la teal
blue. 0

Writers of Newfoundland and
Labrador: Twentieth Caatary, by Lisa
deleon. Jesperson Press, 380 paga.
$18.95 paper  (ISBN  0 920502 58 Xj.

By Cathy Simpson
THIS HEFTY  coUection  of - :wuldt you
believe? - 37 Newfoundland writers,
incloding  poets, novelists, playwrights,
folk raconteurs.  and the onclaJsilis.ble
J.R. Smallwood, coold have been a
useful reference for students of New-
foundland literature. history, and
culture. Certainly the format is log&xl
and pleasing: a chapter averaging 10
pages for each writer with  a biography,
syaopses  of selected works, an excerpt,
commentary on the titer’s  oeuvrz, a
quote by or about  the writer, and a
selected bibliography. Obviously,
deLeon has worked hard to amass a
tremendous amount  of raw information.

Unfortunately, she has grave difficul-
ties in presenting it. Her biographll am

who &ally if Jack Fitzgerald
coaches minor softball? Her synopses
and commentaries are naive and
repetitious, studded with axioms
parading as in*ghts:  “a character is
often juxtaposed with another to lay the
gmundwork  for the atisiag conflict.”
Them is cvea occasioti aoosease,  as
when she desnibes a cbatacter  as return-
ing to “the periphery of bis aocwry,”
or notes the “ironies of life - bad
weather, flat tires.” All in all, the best
reading here is in the excerpts. which are
lamentably too short. often just a page
or two.

It’s a pity, really.  because a pair of
s&son  and a blue pencil, ably weighed,
could have  so earily  excised all tbis silli-
ness and corrected the irritatingly abun-
dant errors in spelling  and sentence con-
struction to boot. The msolt might have
been a book of less bulk but greater
worth. 0

A Family Madness, by Thomas
Keneally,  Lester 8 Orpen Denny& 336
pages. $18.95 doth (ISBN 0 88619 102
5).
Sy David  Jordan
AN  ARMENIAN murders a Turk outside a
coffee bar in Sydney;  an East European
diplomat is shoved fmm a moving  trabq
soicide-murder claims  a family of live..
Are these merely random acts of
violence, or small parts of a larger pat-
tern?
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In Keneally’s  world these sx only
symptoms of the mass madness of our

able ior everything  from bar-room fist
iiihts to the Jonestown massacre.
KeneaUy traces the comma” thread of
madness through two contemporary
families: Terry Delaney, typical
Australian vorking-class  jock, is drawn
into B crazy plot to prepare for the end
of the world when he falls in love with
Michelle Kabbalstd,  daughter of a
former  second world War refugee.

Kenerlly brings the two worlds
together cSth impressive  skill, moving
with ease  from Delaney’s life of rugby,
beer, and adultery to Kabbslski P&e’s
memories of refugee camps and storm
troopers. The two stories seem to pro-

of one& overt&& the as he
realizes that the atrocities committed in
the name of wsr are not sU that different
from the everyday f&s,  stabbings, end
domestic disputes that fffl today’s news-
papers.

Just as madness can be a disturbing
subject. A Family Madness  is B distorh-
ing book. One cannot help wishing that
at least one of the many thanes touched
upon - these include the decay oi
family and  religion, the folly of war. the
mindless brutality of sports - could be
pinpointed as the cause of the mass in-
ssniw KeneaUv  sees all around us. But of
coo& there&e no such  simple explana-
tions. and Keneallv  de&s the traditional
no&t’s task of itying to impose order
on a disordered universe. There is no
moral to this story, no neat, simple con-
dosion;  what Keneally  does  offer is a
superbly rendered mosaic BS insiitiul as
it is disquieting. fr

The Fmtemlty  of the Stone, by David
Morrell, st. Mertbl’s (Methue”), 375
pages, $19.95 ~10th  (ISBN  0 312 30360
21.

OPENING tN a secluded monastery in VW
mont.  and charting the spiritual path of
Drew. a former  poUti assassin, now B
monk. this novel raises old questions of
whether the survival  of religions depends
on faith alone or the violent deience of
it. Drew’s past political arsassbmtiona  -
committed for his govemment  - child-
hood memories, his desire to avenge the
murder of his parenls  by terrorists, and
the gory ways he most kill  while later
fleeing for his life all battle with Drew’s
de& to remain solitary, celibate.
prayerful, and far imm the anguished
wodd he fled when he fmt entered the
monastery.

With all the intricacies of a Robert
Ludlum  novel, the story follows Drew as

he is jolted irom his spiritual wetie
when his fellow monks are poisoned.
Incredibly, Drew’s life is saved by s
mouse, en occurrence that in turn ignites
equally unbelievable events that draw
him .into the grasp of a gun-wielding
priest, a” active mrmber  of the secret
fraternity of the Stone, who plots to
thnate” the existe”ce  of the chumh  to
which  Drew clings. This leads him to
question his religioos  values  - religion
and faith at what human expense?

In a well-written but populist piece of
fEtion.  MorreU, author of Fitst  Blood
and Brotherhood of the Rae, perhaps

pack&i  story that raises the question of
the role holy wars  play in international
politics. contemporary martyrdom, and
sainthood. The result is overwhelming
physical action in which any growth by
characters is swamped. The question is:
which comes first,  reUgious  innuence on
govemmcnts or the way government
uses religion to achieve its ends? MomU
answrs no questIons. instead telling B
;tm,““o so wild only Hollywood would buy

The Phoenix A Novells.  by Gordon
Rodgers, Creative Publishers, 85 pages.
06.95 paper (ISBN  0 920021 24 7).

By Cafhy  Wmpaon
WHEN THE co”r.rm~ awoke on Dec. 12,
1985, to the “ews of Canada’s worst air
diiaster,  Newfoundlanders recalled a
similar awakening almost  20 years ago
when B small Czech airliner crashed in a
bog at Gander, king 37 passengers.
The forma poetry editor of P&m Inter-
tzatlonal  here describes the impact of this
earlier  accident on 13-year-old  Michael,
who through his quest for and diswvery
of the crash  site on one pivotal Aogust
day breaks with childhood and takes his
lirst  steps, towards a msture under-
stendii of life and death.

The skiliul  hand of the poet shows in
the conning interweaving of thematic
images  - birds. light versw darkness,

- which in r&cling and refracting the
underlying symbol of the phoenix give
depth, texture, and freshness to
Michael’s rite of passage. Rodgers’s
hand es B story-teller is less sore, and
falters seJiously  at the climax  with the in-

troduction  o f  a Monty  Pythonesqw
character and the omission of the

tuins up i;l a inter &en&
I” The ArI of Piction,  John Gardner

detines the novella es B “single stream of
action focused on one charafter  [whose]
world is mdicslly changed.” The
charactw of hfichad.  thoughtful and in-
dependent, manages to oversome the
faults of the plot and provides a well-
drawn focus for a spiritual condng-oi-
age story that would appeal especially
but not exclusively to adolescents.  Cl

Voynge  to the Other Kxtrrme: Five
Stories. by Matild Mallet, translated
from the Spanish by Alan Brow”,
whicole Press. 103 pnges,  $7.95 paper
(ISBN 0 919890 62 8).

i¶y Anneli Bekkonen

beck cover. the readerof this coUectio”
of short  stories would know that the
author was from South Amaica It is all
there: the manic realism and the eraohic
depictions of-torture that have 6e&me
the disdngoishing  chamcteristies  of this
sort of fiction. This is what constitutes

tore and prevail@?  tone it resunbles a
little Frankenstein monster cobbled out
of trends and thenus  that happm  to be
fashionable at the moment.

The book is too heavy with other
literary voices to be tipping reading.  In
one story only - “HOW Are You?” -
does Mallet  seem to speak honestly and
simply as herself. This talc of B love
affair between the narrator and another
r&gee in Montreal ret&s the poUti-
tally  correct sentiments of the other four
stories, but uses thnn to buttress the
characters rather than  the reverse. The
reader is given someone  to sympathize
vvi,h~

not have any merit. &lean-born Mallet
is k”ow”  primarily as a film-maker, and
it is this sensibility that permeates her
stories. Her images stay with the reader:
the eerie small  details of life inside and
outside prison remain in the mind.

The narrative is always  in the fmt per-
son and.  though the narrators vary  in
name and gender, they remain inter-
changeable  and static. The patiimt,
resigned persona in each of these tales
endures the randomness that constitutes
the main horror of life in Mallet’s Chile.
The single  chair, an empty corridor, a
mouse-tail speak louder than the
dramatic situations. The author is at her
best when  she de& with external details,
for the” she ce” slough off the other
intloenca that  cloud the work of this
otherwise promising writer. 0
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-%‘oodcn Uooster, by Stuart Ross,
Proper Tales Press. 60 pages, 95.00
paper (ISBN 0 920467 05 9).

.l$q Graanf  David SMling

lions  and  exotic dreams in a style &is-
tent with that of Gabriel Garcia  Mar-
quez. Howcvcr,  Ross does not enhance
or e~pllore the Marques style  - h e
satirizes, and as a result his  work o+
rings hollow and  tends to be ovcr-
written.

Wooden Roosfer  does have its
moments. Fortunately those moments
belong to Ross:

The women spoke a&. “Hello.” A
smile spread aenw her face. On the top
of her head. P bun of dark.  strew-like
hair balanced precariously. The
mirplsced  weight of a single gnat  could
topple it. She wes consteetly  being
wtchcd  by scheming gnats.
Ross has a wonderful ability to blend

the real whh the fantastic. The strength
of his work is an ability to blur the lines
between the two, and focus  wi tb
humour.  He successfully reinvents real-
ity, forcing the reader to acce.pt  a world
“stuck in the wrong frcquenfy.”

His story of Carlos  Venom portrays a
men v:hose  world nuns surreal  and hor-
rifying when he has a carpenter con-
struct a wooden rooster for his pregnant
wife. Venom attempts to seek out the
carpenter and return  the rooster. His
journey takes him to America and the
Ed Sullivan television show. Why Bd
Sullivan is anyone’s guess.

The narrative reads like a B-grade
wrtcm movie, which, depending on
vow tastes, may be good or bad. Or&-
inally written for a threeday novel
wrltiry  contest, apparently it has under-
gone a lot of editing and rewriting. But
not enough. Ross’s most disturbing
habit is his frequent repetition of wuds
and concepts, a technique that
diminishes the impact of the work and
tries the reader’s patience. Still,  there is
much promise here. 0

The Foot Doctor. by Glenn Copeland
with Stan Solomon, Macmillan. illus-
trated, 276 pages, 914.95 paper (ISBN 0
7715  9895 5).
&‘y Jean Wright
BY PIE. FEET are. well. kind of y-ucky.  and
it’s a good thing  that they are usually
kept decently out of sight  in shots  or
under bedcows. Perhaps it is some sub-
conscious  dislike of feet that inspires
shoe designers to create  footwear that
seems to have in mind distortions as
birvre as Chinese foot binding.

Dr. Copeland falls to convince  me

that congenital problems, not shots,
r_ause most foot troubles. even though
he reports that barefoot bushmen have
bunions too. In fact, much of this
sprightly and often humorous b&k.
witten with Stan Solomon, deals  with
congenital and mechanical ailments.  A
long section is devoted to athletes feet,
as befits a book by the podiatrist for the
Tomnto  Blue Jays.

Other topics include bunions,
calluses,  and warts (for werts you could
try cod liver oil), itchy feet. how to cart
for your nails (no, you don’t cut them
straight  across), and getting a good tit in
footwear. Although there is an occa-
slonal  lapse into jargon (“abnormal
supinatlon  syndrome”), the book is SUT-
prisingly  interesting and enjoyable to
rrad. Some of the puns - “soft-core
corn”  - may make you cry “Oh, my
aching  feet,” but the foot-sorr public
will undoubtedly find  much useful infor-
mation as well as a few surptises.  In-
cluding the fact that Copdand  doesn’t
find feet yucky.  He likes them! 0

I

Indeed, these two factors enhm
Pettie’s  drama,  making  h a warm  tale of
growth  and understanding, one that
allows him  to move favourably  back
through  large themes in his own life (the
screenplay is semi-autobiographical)
with eyes that are.  by turns, frightened,
fond, fascbmtcd,  and ulti”tateIy  f&v-
ing.  0

The Music  of Canada, by Timothy J. ’
McGee, W.W. Norton (F%ngtd”),  258
pages, $17.95 cloth (ISBN 0 393 02279
x).

13y Janet Windafer

The Bay Boy, by Daniel Petde,
Pottersfred  Prus, Illustrated, 78 pages,
$7.95 paper (ISBN  0 919001 29 7).

By Paul lllidge
THCIUGH  IT IS presented in screenplay
f&m. Daniel Petrie has kept cinematic
jargon to a minimum, so that his  script
of 2% Buy Boy emerges as a stilling
period-piece that is in every way as
enjoyable as the Gmie award-winning
film (which, incidentally, Pctrie
dltcd).

Lessons of love, sex, friendship,
rellglo”,  and responsibility, which tend
to be give” simplistic and superficial

tmyed  here with the careful
truth  and te”dcrncss  they deserve.

All the hclghtemd  feelllga of adolcs-
cmt cxperlmce are captured vividly  in
Pettie’s  treatment of his main character.
Donald Campbell, a Cape Breton lad
who would certainly be refused mcmbcr-
ship in The Bre@iit Club because he is
too believable. too human - too intent
on worktig things  through without the
collective support of an artiticially
chummy group of peers.

No, the “Bay bye” (as the hem is
known) must contend. on his own, with
the sometimes dlsttubina  walltied of
adult life which, tbtwgh  the story ls set
“in a remote coal-minbu  tow” of 20,000
situated quite lltcmlly  ai the end of the
earth,” are in no way diminished in their
significance or scope either by the
remote locale or the all too familiar
L7cprcssion-era  cbntmstances  in which
he finds himself.

IF IT’S  Ta”g.  as Flaubti  asserted, that
style arises  from subjcctmatter,  then by
that token alone this lacklwtt’c.  owr-
simplilII,  conservative, and curiously
proportioned volume on the music of
Canada will not illuminate enyone’s
u”dersta”dblg  of either the very real
urgencies  of avant-garde composition.
or the vivid  complcxltla  iovolvcd  -
historlcalIy  and today - in maki”g
music in this country.

In a mere 257 pages  of text that sweep
the entire saga of Canadian mtic,  in-
cluding jazz, pop, and music  of the
Indians and Imdt,  64 pager are taken up
by an :$nthology”  of score excct~ts
that is meant - as McOee,  a University
of Toronto music  professor, points  out
in the prcfaee  - “to provide  a basic
overview of the field.” The anthology
(which diucgards jazz, pop, and music
of the original Canadians entirely)
begins with an excerpt from North
America’s fast opera by Montreal for-
trader end -poser Joseph Quesnel,
who landed  on this continent  when  his
French munitions ship was captured in
1799 off the coast of Nova Scotia; it
concludes, 12 exwrpts  later, with a
visually stu& slice  of a score by that
madcap contcn~porary  composer and
graphic art&t,  R. Murray Schafer. The
anthology, as McGee concedes in the
preface, is “a bit uneven.”

The fmal chapter of the book deals
with the music of the Indians and  Iwlt.
coveting  some fresh territory in a field
that has received insuffic*nt  treatment
ln the past, and it ls to McGee’s crcdlt
that he attempts to analyse  this music
critically within the context of native
culture. As well, he offers co”slste”Uy
cogent analytllal  suggestions  for the
“urnemus  technical  sectloar that appear
throughout the book and  arc clearly  set
apart from the general  narrative in
mdosed  boxes. But thepan’atlveitsclfis
pmbleplatic,  basic@ amounting to a
not very  arresting  amalgamation of facts
that  have bee” trimmed,  proed,  and
pulvcrizcd  and appear  hell-bent  on stecr-
big clear of cmumversy.
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McGee makes no mmtio”  at all  of the
stious decline in tie Canadian music
publishing industry over the last six
years as a result  of cutbacks i” Canada
Cotmcil grants. He heralds the CBC as
giving “motm~us support to Canadian
composers and performers” - a state-
nte”t that is the truth, but wtabdy  not
the whole truth in light of the CBC’s
diminishing role in the commissioning of
new works and the growing despair
amon. the majority of composers in this
country who can fmd no outlets for their
arid”& 0

Emily  Murpbyz  Rebel, by Christine
Ma&r, Simon&Pierre, illustrated, 150
pages, S24.95  cloth  {ISBN  0 88924 173
2).
0y Fwl illidge
THIS BIO~APHY  is vigorous and appeal-
ing - Iike its subject, Emily  Murphy,
who was born in Cookstow”.  Ont., but
lived in, and experienced, daring  the late
19th and early 2Oth century, places as
diverse as Ingersoll, Toronto  (“a stink-
ing, fdthy  place”), Chatham, London
(England), \Vest  Gemmy, Swan River,
Man..  and Ednmnto”. Her friends in-
cluded Emmelbte  Pankharst and Nellie

McChg; she  met three prime mbdstcrs
of Canada; she travelled  the timberlines
of “orthem  Manitoba in winta, and liv-
ed with Doukhobor  farmers (who im-
pressed her considerably).

Murphy worked with drug addicts
(her  study Tie  Blmk Candle remains the
most exhaustive on the subject) and
prostitutes (whom she helped
rehabilitate by employing them in her
home); she k”ew a missionary’s life (her
loving husband Arthur - who emerges
in this book as a wonderN character -
was e”linmt  on two continents). She was
also a writer (sewn books) and a
reporta @faclt!n”‘s,  Chatelaine,  pmi-
dent of the Canadian Women’s Press
Club), a devoted mother of four, a
police magistrate (for IS years in Bd-
monto” - the t%xt woman to hold such
a position in the British Empire), and
she was largely responsible for the land-
mark decision made in 1929 by the Privy
Cou”cil  in London  to co”sider w -
as “persons  ”

One is co&uaUy  surtxised by what
the author turns up in- this s&nct,
sparkling story  of a vital, dedicated,
.8enerous, perceptive and (at the same
rime)  humorous Canadian woman who
has been called “a pioneer on the fmn-
tier of understanding of social rcspon-
sibility  in the 26th cmtury:’ 0

Gas1 The Battle for Ypres,  1938,  by
James L. McWilliams  and R. James
Steel, Vanwell Publishing, 247 pages,
319.95 cloth (ISBN 0 92O277  012).

By Roy MacLaren
OF ALL THE various devices  that men
have ingeniously  devised to kill each
other, none see”& at least  i” certain
respects, more horrible than chlorine
gas. Those who have survived  a flame
thrower or a nuclear blast might
disagrre, but there remains something
fundamentally appalling  in the way that
gas  kills by blindi”& burning, suffoa
tion,  or by more @adual  poisoning - a
fate that overtook veterans of the Pirst
World War as much as a decade or more
after the war to end all wars had ended.

McWilliams  and St4 write about the
initial German gas attack at Yprts in
1915 in a detached, almost clbdcal
fashion - and their book is the better’
for it. The horror of what they write
about needs no daboration  fmm them:
their interviews of survivors and their
exhaustive search of records ensure  that
their account has a disturbing bn-
mediacy. Major Andrew McNaughton
- later Chiif of the General Staff -
noted the effect of chlorine on
neighbowing  Algerian infantry, the fast
gac victims, a they streamed by his gtm
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emplacements in full retreat: ‘They
v:we literally coughing out their lungs:
glue was coming out of their mouths. It
was a very disturbing, very distressing
sight.”

So is hlc’williams  and Steel’s boolt:  it
is disturbing and distressing, despite
their account of the courage of the raw
Canadians who fought desperately to
close the gaps in the Ypra front that
resulted fmm the fust German gas
attacks. Their account, clearly  written
and authoritative, is one more indict-
ment of man’s inhumanity to man. 0

I Fought  Riel: A Mlitary Memoir, by
Charles A. Boulton, edited by Heather
Robertson, James Lorimer,  illustrated.
$24.95  cloth (ISBN 0 88862 935 4).

Ey W~llam Clay9on LOGY .

AN INTEGRAL COMPONENT Of the
mythology that surrounds the Riel
rebellion posits that those who were
opposed to it were irrational, bigoted
Orangemen with a lust for M&is  blood.
Certainly  the rebellion stimulated that
element, but not all opposed it from
blind prejudii. The value  of I Fought
Rid is that  it was written by an eye-
witness who, though a reasonable
observer, would have been appalled if he

had known of Rid’s tkture  beatifica-
tion.

Ivffior  Charles Boulton fust  published
these personal aCfo”“ts  of the rebellion
in 1886. His involvement in the first
phase of the rebellion (1869-70)  was
greater than in the second (1885).  but he
was present or a participant at key stages
of both; thus his account has authority.
Indeed, in the matter of the execution of
Thomas Scott, it was Boulton who was
RX’s first choice. It was one of many
encounters Boulton had with Riel face to
face.

Boulton’s motivation for opposing
Rtel was hjj belief that Brittth  law and
authority must prevail over a pro-
American revolutionary. He says that
“there is no doubt he [Riel] conceived
the i&a of forming an independent
govermnent and handing it over to the
United Stated  for a good round sum.”
To many Canadians at the time, the
U.S. represented sn evil empire, while
the British Empire was on the side of
good; R*l. therefOre.,  was an apostate.
But in Boulton’s  observation Riel was a
tyrant for other, very  tangible reasons:
he se&d  and opened mail, suppressed
the local press, imprisoned civilians, and
thwarted the Crown. Boulton was im-
prisoned by Riel, fought hi, saw him
hang. To his mind, justly so.

Though Boulton’s’account  is told in
an elegant Victorian manner that is sur-
pritingly  crisp (no doubt credit is due to
Robutson),  it must be admitted that he
was too much the military man. His tale
lacks the detail and colour  that a pmfes-
sional  writer might have added to give
the depth this passionate historical event
conrains. q

Quebec and its Hbtorfaas: the Twen-
tieth Century, by Serge Gagnon.
translated from the French by Jane
Brierley,  Harvest House. 240 pages,
512.50 paper (ISBN  0 88772 OX 9).

By Cyril Strom
IT SHOULD  SURPRISE  no one that the
history of Quebec has been an  arena for
partisan debate. Nor ;wiU it surprise
many to hear of the interest with  which
these debates have beea followed iu the
province. Dispossessed peoples, or
nations with a griewce (Poland is an
example sometimes cited) are said to
accord particular notice to their
historians, whose fmdings contribute to
their selfdefmition  aad inform or even
legitimize current  politics; and in such a
situation the historical profession will in
turn become politicized.

Gagnon.  professor  of history at the
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lJnlverslt6 du Quebec  8 TmJs-RJvi&s.
has written tbis book as a sequd to hi
Quebec and Its Higtorianx  1840  to 1920.
Here  he documents the emergence  in
p”stwar Quebec of professional history
bad on modern methods. He is espe-
ciaUy  concerned with analysing  Ute
influence of the national question on
certain  key works of liiitorical scholar-
ship - in large measure, this book

serves as a critique of ideological
history-writing. It is also a platform for
the author to take his stand on “mny of
the recent  debates within the profession,
and to present his own reJlectio”s  “IL
theory .

Gagno” credits Guy Fr&ault  and
Marcel Ttudel with inltisthtg the sden-
tilic treatment of Quebec’s history in

“clerlcosonservative”  wad&“. Still,
he finds that theit work and that of their
s”~~esx)rs  can be read as contributions
to contentpomly  political  cantrwemy.
Openly or implicitly, they speak to the
issue of Quebec’s former backwardness
and inferiority, and in accordance with
their support for or opposition to
French-Canadian nationali, locate
the cause.5 eitlter in conquest and cd-
oniration  or in Quebec’s internal
development.

The next generation. represented by
Marcel Hameli”, Fernand OueUet,  and
later  Louise DecJt?“e, introduced tie
methods of the new social and economic
history into Quebec under the influence
of the Annules school in France and in
response to the social and cu1tmal
upheavals of the Quiet Revolution.
Gagnon  reserves warm praise for
DechCne’s  work with the Ann&s
model.

For Owllet, however, there is little
praise. Devoting two long  ehaptas  to a
review of his work is a kind of compli-
ment to his stature in the profession;
their matter, though, imputes to OwJlet
nearly every sin capable of eomntissiott
by a historian. His rhetoric is subjected
to a close reading and found to
substitute hidden poluni and moral
judgements for causal analysis. His
analysis of ideologies is found. to be
vitiated by bias and anachronism. His
assembly and interpretation of statistical
data are give” a step-by-step critique and

revisions  Ouelkt  is made to represent the
harmful effects of political partisanship
and a “questionable passion for
f~ures” upon talent and laming.

It is imperative, Gagnon  concludes, t”
depoliticize professional history. His
analysis of the dialectic of method and
ideology moves  smoothly to a synthesis:
the adoption of advanced sclentitic
methods will  make historical argument
less vutnemble  to ideological distorti”“.
Perhaps it moves too smoothly.
Achievement of an acltnowledged  scien-
tific methodology ln the human sciences
remains an elusive goal. Gagnon’s  sup-
gestion  to dmp attempts for now at
“total history”  ln favour of regional and
thematic  studies may hold m”re immed-
iate promise for the realization of his
aim. He is also optimini  for the possi-
bilities of a “ew humanist and v&m-
tatist  hlltoriography,  based ““the latest
phase of the Ann&s  model, as a supple-
ment t” the more deterministic qua”-
titative approach.

Itself a contribution t” partisan
d e b a t e ,  this aomtously  infmmative
book is persuasive evidence that, not-
withstandmg revolutions in histmio-
graphy, ink will mntinue  to be spilt for
the cause for a long time to come. *

My Dear Susan Ann: Idlers of
Joseph Howe to his Wife 182%1636,
edited by M.G. Parks. Jesperson  Press.
Xl9 pages,  $13.95 paper (ISBN  0 920502
65 2).

By Lome Ellaschuk
JOSEPH  “OWE. the 19th~century  Nova
Scotia journalist and politician, is
known for his attlcles and speeches. This
collection of letters to his wife, written
early in their marriage, does not seem to
alter tit public knowledge of him. He
and his wife do not have a private life
(separate and hidden from the world)
that these letters reveal: they were work-
ing too hard to keep a quality newspaper
alive. He was out nearly half the year
trying to find new subscribers and eel-
lea mone.y  from old ones. Hence these
letters from all pats of tJte  colony. She
ran the paper in Halifax and Bttunpted
to make ends meet, not in the house but
at the office.

But our public knowledge of Howe is
subtly altered by reading what is really  a
collection of business letters to a part-
ner. By the time we’ve read 85 expertly
Bnnotated  letters, we know something
about the paumership  tltat would move
o” from newspapers to pmduce that int-
portant  figure, the Tribune of Nova
Scotia.  Behind  a legend are a ma” and a
woman  dividing up Jabour.  and as is still
the custom in our culture, building up
around the ma”. 0

The Alternate Guide, by Monty Reid,
rdc press, 64 pages, $7.95 paper (ISBN 0
88w5  026  I).

Sy Phil Hall
IN wm REID  edited A Narure Guide to
Albwh?.  The collected “atetials for lhat
museum book “stood some fiie feet
tall.” Now fmm “the text that was cut”
we get a litemily alternate guide: poems
that are terse, hushed, and thin; little
three-line stanza pw.nx of landscape
and body-rape in cohabitation.

The original sourca  for many of these
poems were fiekl  notes, taped memories,
dated texts. But the pult is far from
fragmented. Rather. the result is an ae-
cumulated (and accumulative) voice: the
unkillablc  (until this century. at least)
long and elusive memory. One pwm
ends surely by s-g n” more  than
“Dave Spalding/made  this note”;
another quotes a “James Hstor/1859”;
and many linger over names or place
names: “sphagnum,” “The Hand
Hills,” “ d e a t h  camas fringi”g/tJte
sloughs.” When love Js quietly spoke”
of. it is, Like  Alberta, “not/an ideal
garden but/a recognizetVtumi”.”

This is a great idea for a book (the
National Topographical Maps for
Alberta are included, and the titles of
the poems are map co-ordinates). I hope
the delicate lyricism of these pieces is not
overshadowed by fommt.

and in the boats

qfthe heart
M se, nets acmss
the&w water

0

The Alchemy of Clouds. by Mark
Frutkin,  Fiddlehead  Poetry Books/
Goose Lane Editions. 60 pages, 86.95
paper (ISBN  0 86492 060 1).

By Frank Manley
FIIII~~N’S SECOND  book of poetry is
divided into five sections with  titles  like
“Drenched  in Light;  “Century 0 Cen-
tmy of ‘Clouds,” and “ApolUnaire’s
Footprint” in addition to a two-page
section labelled  “Notes.” As a whole,
this collection bespeaks an exoticism of
experience as Frutkin invokes many
well-known artists (Dante.  Picasso,
Pound), and a rhapsody of landscaper
(Africa. Indii, Paris).

Frutkin’s  major weakness as a poet is
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that he often falls to bridge the gap be
tvveen  invocation and art: he overlooks
the mechanics of good poetry (fresh
language, precise imagery) as his reman-
tic sensibility soars. The result is often
disconcerting, as one is confronted with
reckless description (“she is a beautiful
animal/that also can think”) the
ungrammatical clich.4 (“I lay awake all
night, watching my thoughts”) and the
banal (“a gray day/at the end of a gray
wekithe dog sighs/pages in a book
turn”). Indeed, pages in tbis book will
turn as the reader searches for sustained
insight - evidence that the poet’s im-
pressionistic vision (“Incense rises like
dreams  in a spine”) will not dissipate,
taking with it the meaning that should
link writer and reader.

A handful of poems in this collection
work, where Frutkin allows language
and meaning to be synthesized and his
original vision is not usurped by verbal
pyrotechnics. “Slash of Lethe,”
“Bells,” “A Cup of Chai,”  and “The
Watch” are all short poems. and
perhaps because of this.  are reasonably
well sustained.

One disturbing aspect of this book is
the inclusion of “notes” for some of the
poems. Does it help us to know that
” ‘voluble’ and ‘willow are cngnates”
when the poem fails as a whole? Should
semantic and etymological dissection
replaze meaning as the arbiter of a
poem’s success? In choosing lmpres-
sionism  ovu reaUsm  Frutkin allow his
poetry-like the title  of the book -to
connote much, while denoting Little. 0

The Atlnntlc  Anthology, Volume 2:
Poetry, edited b y  F r e d  Cogswell.
Ragweed  Press,  240 pages,  $12.95 paper
(ISBN 0 920304 30 3).

By Dotag  molwl

THIS SECOND  OF a three-volume series
presents prose, poetry, and criticism  of
writers connected with the Atlantic  pro-’
vinces. It follows an earlier volume of
prose, and anticipates  one of criticism.
The selection, beginning with what the
editor identiifies  “s the first distinctive
generation of Canadian poets, harkens
back  to a century ago when Sii Charles
G.D. Roberts without cloying could

It ends with& fme free verse of
George Elliott Clarke pondering his
black  and Baptist heritage. Altogether
there are 49 poets and almost 250
poems.

As one would expect, poets like Bliss
Carman. E.J. Pratt, AldenNowlan,  and
John Thompson are well represented.
Cogswell  himself contributes a number
of pieces, notably a deft and tender
sestina.  And I was reminded  once again

of Milton Acorn’s eloquence and range.
Over all, the quality of wrltin8  is high.
About tbreequarte.rs  of the poets in-
cluded piqued my interest to some
degree.,  and about 10 are impressive.
Among the younger writers, aside fmm
such rarities as a villanelle  by Brian
Bartlett, formal verse ls virtually  absent.

Whal ls peculiarly Maritime in this
collection is not hard to isolate. It
derives fmm a devotion to landscapes
and history. A lot of material cornea
from the attacbmat to earlier ways of
life, to a past that is perceived  as pas&g
or as passed. Old and decrepit farm-
steads provide potent symbols. Many

jects. and encounters wiih a mtum  both
homey and grand. Others display a
dedication to the dignity and v&a-
ability of ind&ldual  adewour. But not
one of these tendencica  amounts to any

interested lo regionalism in Canadian

pie new poelry, this  anthology  can be
highly  recommended. For a Mariilmer,
it is a must. 0

lmm”ne to Gmvlty,  by Mary di
Micbele,  McCIdland  & Stewart, 118
pages.  89.95 paper (ISBN  0 7710 2823 7).

gy Lou/se long0

IN tiw. NEW book of poetry, dl Michele
turns  ha hand with impressive skii to a
range of ideas, images. and emotions
that are often both contemporary and
timeless.  In many ways her largest theme
is the physical cyclea  of life - birth,
childhood, the devdo@ent of sexual-
ity, the rigours and pitfalls of the sexual
life, aging,  and then the mysterlcs  of
death. Her stron8,  vividly physical
images g.lve these poems their  immediacy
and power. In “French  Kisses, Blue
Br&eM”:

vlolMs.
some of di Mlcbeb?s  strongest poems

became a kind of m&mcboIy ode to the
instinctive Life:  she explores as well
themes  of beauty, decay, and  suicide: To
state such themes so baldly  doer her
work a disservice. Its compI&tyy.  depth,
and technique.  together with her dish
tivc voice. lend tbe four swtlons of the

Though I am reluct%to describe di
Mlchde’s work as specifically  femlnlst,
she does explore brllllnntly  the darker
and less explored side of sexuality in
such poems as “False Analogies,” “The

Second Head Talking,” “Sex and
Deatbh.”  and “Beauty  and Dread In
1959.” If this collection weren’t as well
balanced as it is, she could slmost be
accused of morbidity; but with  tbeinclu-
don of poems along more lyrical lines,
mch ar “Natural Beauty” and Yrans-
lated World ” she avoids that

This is 8’ strong coll&tion,  and di
Michele  ls a poet who has definitely
come into her stride. 0

Nlmmd’s  Tongue, by Rafael Barret+
Rivera,  Coach House Press, 109 pages,
88.50 paper (ISBN  0 88910 310 0).

ByborneE/f~schufc
"*RWXI?L h4.d am&he z&l aImi.”
Nimmd  shouts in a mixture of langwga
at Dante and Vir8U in Hell. The giant
had built  the Tower of Babel and come-
qwntly  brought  the curse  of many
lawuager on man. Unable to under-
stand or speak to him, the older poets
move on. Baneto-Rivera.@i  fust name
on Nimmd’s  tongue) stays.  In four long
poems he plays with the language of
Nlmrod.

“Here It Has Rained” ls a prose poem
in which a number of bna8c.s  and
phrases constantly recur. staJllng  the
linear  movement we still  expect in prose.
It is like bpNichoI’s Journal, only
shorter,  lusher lo language, and less
frightening.  “Jersey Shore Album” uses
the almual summer visit (to in-laws near

over  tblie, of a malTiage..  II b \v&te”  id
the intense, dlsturbii  Imguagc  of a
man’s mnjugal passion.

“Denidative Poems” - to be
selected marginal notes made during a
Derridlan readiig of some early Witt-
genstcin.  Bertrand Russell and the
Austrian philosopher, in quest  of the
“simplest kind” of pmposltlon,  are
treated  as Don Qulxotc and Sancho Pan-
za: “To attempt to know/a tindmlWii
to know the futility/of ever fully  know-
ing it.”

The best poem is last. “Old Hallam’s
Boner” uses Tennyson’s In Memoifam
as a wntmUing  metaphor. It is “a
record  of/a poti’s mood variations”
wer several years. Baneto-Riven’s
tendency to very lush language (see his
previous collection, Noises, Voices,
1982)  is commUed by the wonderfid
cxcessed of Tennyson “before him.”
Several sections of “Old Hallam’s
Bones”  consist of the few simple, ordin-
nry words to be found in a salon of In
Memoriata  just bits  of its skeleton, a
bv old boner. This  poem bears com-
parison with George Bowerlug’s  Kerrl~
Me Elegies  and Frank  Davey’s  King qf
hvords,  also  works  from  Nlmrod’s
:ongue. 0
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Penephone, by Kenneth Banks,
Lushllo  Press, unpaginated,  $7.00
paper (ISBN 0 9891351 14).

By Brian Bartlett
*~MEN~Y~~  IS a bii word most poets
leave alone. You don’t have to bee die-
hard imagist to recognize its daogers:
veguenesr. heaviness, overkill. I” the
lies of a skilled poet, of course,  any
word can tadiste  poetic force. But when
Banks  writes of “dark immensity,”
“children of bnmenslty,”  or “bnmen-
sky of mind,” he only gives the big
words a bad name.

Persephone,  a sequence of 50 soonets
published from .Piitou Mend, Nova
Scotia, is en unhappy blend of cere end
carelessness. The sta”zaic  patterns, the
fastidious rhymes, the sometimes sor-
prlsiw off-rhymes, ell show much are;
the imagery and language  show much

hut the  poet’s  weakness  for &l”diose
effects: “adagios of floating tlowe.rs,”
“love’s burning speciousness,” “the tat-
tered annals of your pain.” Quoting out
of context may be a notorious ‘practice
of obtuse reviewers, but after a while
Persephone  would numb any reada to
everything but its oppressive rhetoric:
“the long  lament of time;’ %ng’s
openb~g  sweet endless eyes.” “the stark
inane.” Whaterer drama, thought, or
emotion ls here getb burled. A rare, orig-
inal passage Like “a t&t/of light ecmss
the tablecloth” is just that - a flirt.
Soon, Bra&s  fells back into cherecter,
~mdsimls  somethillg  like “immellsity
&St  see f&r wUs/&.”  or “I”l”len-
sity has wept its till.” Indeed, it has.

I dosed Persephone  with a sense of
despair - with “one vast bowl  of
sighs,” es the book says. Though no fan
of Charles Bukowski’s  wearying  dlsar-
ray, I caught myself muttering Puss  the
Bukowski,  please. The”, turning to+ur *
nimblest ZQth-ce”tury  sonnetem (with
hopes Banks does the same):  Paw  rhe
Frosf.  . . Ihe Lowll.  . . rhe Heaney. q

Seventy-One Poems for People, by
George Bowing, rdc press, 128 pages,
59.95 papa (ISBN 0 88995 025 3).

By Doug BroL”vfl

THE BLURB  TELLS us this  book eonrains
six poem seq”e”ces. In fact, there are
five groups of poems: “Some People,”
“cops.” “Canadian Scenes: “Viet-
“em & Other Wars,” end “Our Other
(latin)  America.” organized loosely
around certain eentrel  subjects, end a
sixth group,  “The Poems of Ed Prato;’
which seems to be a miscellany. Some
poems are dated es early es 1982,  and
from references in others we ca infer

year. Thus, the poems  effectively span
the lest quarta  of a century. Much of
~tcoUeztio”‘s value derives  fmm this

One of Bowering’s  preoccupatlo”~ is
Canadian nationalism, and a”yo”e
interested in the issue will fmd a review
o f  certain  streins.  particolarly  anti-
Anxrica”is”~, in our national thinking.

Besides tbla one. Boweti’s favomite
themes ere the b&Uty  of &r syslen~  of
law and order, the hypocrisy  or va”ity  of
the bourgeoisie, the institutionalkatio”
of war. and, cropping up lwe and there,
the redemptive power of love. In
general,  the subjects are not far mnowd
from the interests of editorialists: these
poe”ts  are nothing if not social comnxn-
tw.

Bowering’s’manner is consistently wry
and  ironic,  sometimes cryptic, f&men-
taw, end even haphard.  There are
severel  potshots at the establishment
that at a remove of 10 years or more
strike one es naive:  es if the True  Way
would lead to a” apotheosis of Saturday
morning serufti”as:Indeed,  Boweriog
offers Little in the way of penetrating
a”&&,  pseferrlng  to let sentiment sod
pathos sourround  his obsavations.  Nor
does he go far toward envisioning
twnedll. Yet he succeeds in lnvolviog  us
ln the problems  that concern him.

The difflllty one ha0 with these
poems rarely  has much to do with their
subjects. Some poems ere simply ante-
dotes. Perhaps the desire to sound
unguarded ada committed leads him to
eschew poetry’s  potentlel for varied a”d
c.ompG  ex+o”. Thll is a problun
he hints et in his  preface, and io one of
the early poems he writes  of “leaving  off
wit and doing the important work” -
which et the time might have seemed
plausible.  Rve” though he does “ot hold
to this formula, end ca” be witty
enough. the passage  identitll  a genuine
tension rum&g through these poans.

This  is the tension between the clever

concern with distu&g social  problems.
Unfortunately, Bowerlng doesn’t make
much use of it. lo the face of an

ject m&r, the ~0% calls very few shots,
es if he most take dictation from an in-
coherent subject (so&y). Perhaps it is
this situation that gives the poetry its
haphazard quellty.  With such material
there can be little  freedom to shape one’s
tbemer to pumly poetic ends. 0

Storms a”d Screens,  by Francis  Spar-
shott,  Childe Thursday, 80 pages,  $6.50 I
paper (ISBN 0 920459 05 8).

SPARSHO~~S  SECOND  publication with
Chlkle  Thursday is. like the earlier  WI-
lectio”. The Hanging Gardens o f
ZtoM-oke. very much a mixed  beg.
Spsrshott’s  subjects range from Knob
Hill’s meet counters through a wttege
country beleaguwed by longings for
trensce”dence  Lo the poig”a”cy  of in-
dividual dcstioia  (among  them those of
Terry Fox. Archimedes, some well-
know” academics cavorti”g et a co”-
ference, Cassandra, and Stan Rope+
While covering thls ground  he presents
us with a gamut of moods, though
whether jaunty end whimsical or plain
end plaintive, his tone is genemlly  sub-
dued. To mix thii up further, these
poems ere written in seveml  sorts  of free
verse es well es over e dozen regular
metrical and stenzalc  forms.

IL ls clear that  a” bnponant part of
Sparshort’s  poems is a” emphesis  0”
word-play. To enjoy these one most rev-
pond to attention paid  to etymology, a
dellberate  end slightly eccentric  vocab-
ulary, end such thii es enwams  and
found poems. Here is the fiiel stanzs  of
a IO-line  poem of anagrams beginning
‘A nasty qel rage on’;

A saw, ye, no awer;
II gay ?eQTon  ag.?nl,
II ned gmy sngc. No,
a .w?m mm? agqp
Geo?Ee sank7JImo.

This sort of detached tlnkeriog  is evident
tbmoghout the wllectio”. thoogh tbe
poems are “ever allowed to maondw
into riddling fecetiousness  or obscurity.

I” spite of the fact that Sparshott
writes  such upfront  and short lyrics, 1
found that it took a few sittings to wem~
to these poems. At first, I thought this
was doe to his somewhat  choppy style.
But it has more to do with the unusual
figurrs he comes up with. These ere
sometimes bizarre:

In a poem such es “Exheletions  of a
Dying Metephor.” they ce” be the ob-
ject of baroque elaboration. As is “ot
o”cmn”m”  in cO”te”lpomry  poetry, the
selection of imeges ca sesm  erbitmry at
lima. end their presentation a tit
crowded. But if Sparshort’s  images do
not always hit home Immediately. they
ere seldom without interest and are
informed by the same curiosity evinced
by his word-play. 0

,
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Cri@s  of Vklh”a - Voice  of God, by
Remi J. D e  R o o ,  Novalls/James
Lorimer. 172 pages, 59.95 paper
(Novalis  ISBN 2 89088 255 1: Lorimw
ISBN 0 8CC62  9516).

By Klafy Ffaancas  Coady
P..MI DE aoo has become increasingly
kuovm as au outspoken leader  ln Cana-
dian CatholicMu  ever since he became
bishop  of Victoria ln 1962. As chairntan
of the Canadian bishops’ eight-member
social  affairs eommlwion, be was cata-
pulted to national pmndnenw early in
19tB  after the publication of the corn-
mission’s document. Ethical R&ctions
OH theEconomic  Crlr. Bxpressing  con-
cern about the large-scale unempioy-
ment problem, the statement questioned
the tnulerlying  ethic governlug Canada’s
eeo”omicstructuns.Thegovemment,the
conn”i&” suggE$ted,  wss not iivhtg  up
to its responsiilty  to care for the poor
and the disadvantaged  lu our society.

for the Catholic. church. nor is De Roo
the only bishop speskiog out about
them. For several years, the bishops
have been issuln~  annual Labour  Day
stateme”ts, str&“g  the printacy o f
v/o&m’  rights over prolits.  Most of
these have been ignored.

For the past century, the Catholii
church’s social teaching has been
fonued  0” tvio  principles  that fomt  the
basis  of De Roe’s book: the value of
persons over thhws and the kupartauce
of v~ork in giving  human beings  a sense
of dignity. For De Roe, this  is becoming
i”CdQly urgent,  as western society
tends to uudervalue hums” beings in
favour  of technology. The restdt  ls that
“people are treated as a” impersonal
force havhtg little or no signiticance
beyond  their ~onondc  useBtlness.”

He tries  to show that such a problem
is a moral one for society and, like other
recent Christian leaders, he tries to
broaden his readers’  thinkii beyond
the pure&  private and personal. Chuwh-
gohg Christians should no longer regard
their faith as a Sunday affair,  content to
live the rest of their lives according to
some other ethic. Sin,  he says, e&k in

v:ho c&s abow humanity  must
responsibility.

De Roe speaks of the need to “trans-
form society”  so that  au people may
receive a more equitable share of goods.
His vision does not become specific, nor
does he claim a” ideological  bias - say-
ing that any allknce between the church
and particular social and political
systems is tuuvise and unhealthy.

Trying  to create a” awareuess  that,

united, people have the power to change
their lives, De Roo advises his readers to
“think  globally but act locally.” To be
effective in helphtg  to font a just
society, he says, churches need “to learn
new skills in forming community
leaders. providll  human and splrltual
support proups, pmviding a forum for
discussing and evaluating local
issues. . .”

The book is succinct and well-edited.
‘It can be read easily by anyone who
finds  church documenktoo stolid and
top-heavy with theology. De Roe’s
views can be argued with, but they can’t
be ignored - not, at least, by those who
reaiiae  that the danger in a technological
society  is that human beings can become
disposable pawns. 0

The Semen1  B theRainbow.  bv Wade
Davis, Stoddart,  297 pages,  $22.95 cloth
(ISBN 0 7737 2073 1).

By S.W.  Newman
SOME ~~ktnnrts  of the medical contmu-
nlty  think that deadening the body while
the mind is conwious  would beinfinitely
safer than the potential perils always
present with general anaesthetics. This
sumdse  leads them to look more closely
at the pagan aud primitive practice of
zombitication,  in particular as it is per-
formed in Haiti’s vodoun relllio”. Part
thriliw, part sclentiflc  documentary, thls
well-written narrative introduces the
reader to the con@exlties  of Haltian  life
and the hypnotic allure the sometimes
barren. somethuw lush country holds
over the book’s author.

Davis, a” ethnobioiogist working on
his doctorate, had studied 15 tribes in
Latin  Anterlca  befotx  travelllng  to Haiti.
Initially. hi journey led him into a”
exiting arploration  of plant and animal

biBcation. But he discovered that poison
alone was too simple  a cause. His search
eventually led him to the vodoun
religion, its fascinating rituals, the
many-tentacled secret sockties,  and the
faith many Haitians place in their gods
and in spirit  possession..

Davis weaves the rich flbres  in Haiti’s
history - freedom-seeking slaves,
tmtperammtal  European masters, a
religion brought from the depths of
Africa - into a tapestry as resilient,
languid, colourful,  and seductive as the
country and its lnhsbitants,  people  ruled
as much now by the houngan  and their
relllous  fears as they were in the days of
the French tyranny they once ovwtbr.sw.
Whether your i”t&e.st  lies in the spbitual
mysteries of au ancient religion  or in
““derstandlng  the troubled past that
bred ln Haiti such despots as the
Duvallers,  this ls not a book to miss. 0

Arctic Dreams: Imagluatio”  and
Desire in a Northern Landscape, .by
Barry Lopez, Collier Macndllan. 464
pages, 533.95 cloth QSBN 0 684 18578
4).
BY John Goddard
ON ~sns TO Alaska and the Canadian
Arctic fronl  his Oregon home, author
Barry Lopez found hhuself bowing to
the birds he sa!v. The urge to bow and
other personal responses to the North
struck him ss potentially meaningful.
“What, I wondered, had compelled me
to bow to a homed lark?” he writes in
the preface. “How do people imagine
the landscape they fmd themselves in?
How does the land shape the imagina-

‘tions  of the people who dwell in it? How
does desire  itself, the desire to com-
prehend, shape know1ed.M” ’

Lopez returns to these Q”&O”S
throughout the teat, which consists
mostly of wcond-hand  descriptions of
musk-oxen, polar bears, narwhals, ice-
bergs, the moventent of the sun. and the
voyages of such explorers as Martin
Fmbisher, Job” Davis, Henry Hudson
and William Parry.

“The  laud is like poetry,” Lopez
writes on page 274, pursuing his meta-
physical themes. “lt is inexplicably
coherent, it is transcendent in its meen-
bug,  and it has the power to elevate a
consideration of human life.” But on
page 413 he co”cludes: “There are
simply no answers to some  of the great
pressing questions. You continue to live
that out, making your life a worthy
expression of a lea&g into the light.”

Phrases like “the power to elevate a
consideration” and “a worthy expres-
slon of a leaning” occur throughout the
book, apparent attempts to lend a” ah
of profundity to a series of uninspired
biology and history lessons. 0

Kingdom of the Ice Bear, by Hugb
Miles a n d  Mike Saiisbury,  Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich; illustrated, 223
pages, $29.95 cloth (ISBN 0 563 20339
0).
By S.R. Gage
DON’T LuT THu title fool you - this is
not a collection of Nordic fairy  tales but
an account of the adventures of t*o
wildlife documentary-makers in the
arctic. Miles and Sallsbuty  spent three
years tihulng  in Greenland, Spitsbergen,
and Canada. Their book touches on
many aspects of the northern ecosystem,
with particular  entphasls  on polar bears,
musk oxen, and caribou.

The book also gives some insight into
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the tribulations of the wildlife photo-
grapher: the authors spent a month in
the Spitsbergen area, manhandling
snowmobiles over see ice and soft moun-
tain snow to get 10 minutes of edited
film of a mother polar bear and her
three cubs emerging from their winter
den. Miles estimates they travelled  500
kilometres  over the ice for each minute
of usable film.

The authors did most of their fSndi
in the Censdian North and they owe a
major debt to scientists working in the
area who willingly shared their
knowledge and research facflities.

K&dim  of the Ice Bear wiU appeal to
a general readership, especially those
who dream of some day visiting the
“true North.” The book has exceJle”&
mlour photographs end useful maps. It
should be noted thet  this BBC publica-
tion was written with a certai” British
perspective, which produces smell sur-
prises  For the Canadian reader, including
the need to define “mukluks,” “arctic
char.” end “spring break-up.” 0

The Polltim of Human Services, by
Steve” Wineman. Black Rose Books.
272 pages,  $24.95_clotb  (ISBN 0 92005i
42 Xl end $14.95 oaoer  (ISBN  0 920057

unrest will mck the nation duiing the
Ilea 30 years. Rrediits  Steve”  wbleole”.
It may 6e trikered by a new episode of
U.S. foreign intervention, a conflict  be-
tween  the superpowers that  proceeds to
the brink of world war,  the detonation
of a nuclear bomb, a” ecological
disaster, a seven? economic &is, or e
combiiation  of events.

But we don’t have to worry.  The
.?olidc~  ofHuman Sewixs  was written
with  just such a crisis  in mind. It co”-
rains the recipe for a “holistic and integ-
rated” movement caUed  “radical decen-
tralization.” The movement, which
offers a” alternative to right- and Icft-
wb politics, is fnnbdst,  anti-racist,
pro-gay, anti-nuclear, pm-disarmament.
environmentalist. conuuu”itarian,  end
libertarian.

Decatrzdimtio”. or the reorganira-
tion of society into smell social.
economic, and political units, offers
whet Wb~enum  believes may be the only
hope for survival o” a planet that is
threatened fmm all sides. He nmy be
right. But it is difticult  to imagine this
intense, idealistic, wordy, and ennoy-
ingly repetitive book persuading people,
especially those  i” positions of power, to
abandon  the present so&l and politicsl
systems. despite their mwy evils.

Still, Winenmn makes a strong case
against  capitalism  and the welfare state,
both of which he calls  “bankrapt.”  A
Fom~a  student redicel who merched in
the anti-war demonstrations of the
1960s. Wineman exposes the New
Right’s opposition to welfare programs
es “en elaborate smokescrem  for racism
and class  privilege.” The r&ht presents
i tself es promoting  i nd iv idua l
autonomy,  he argues, but “its alter-
native to big government is big business,
which is equally centrslized  and
bureaucratic.” But Wlunen’s vision of
an “egalitarian, co-operative. psr-
ticipatory”  society that defines self-
interest es a person’s  ability to can-
tribute  to the common good seems like a
wildly impractical and hop-y rmii
alternative. At least  he hes the good
sense to adndt  that prospects for radical
change seem “feint.”  0

Sex, Power and Pleasure, by Mariana
Velverde, The Women’s Press. 212
peges,  $8.95 paper (ISBN  0 88961097 5).

By Barbara IlllacKey
RECENTLY I MET  a woman  who is work-
ing with a committee lo remove smuelly
explicit mateiial from public  view. She
was cereful  to explain  that the group was
anti-porn - not anti-erotica, the”
edded, “But we haven’t found any
erotica yet.”

Valverde’a  book highlights  meny of
the issues, explicit and implicit, in this
anecdote. Not only is it difticult  to legis-
late against  pornography without cen-
soring fenadsnl (note the recent legal
battle egeinst Page’s book store in
Tomnto for displaying a feminist art in-
stellation),  but the women’s movement
hes  had a lopsided focus on sex, concen-
trating only o* the dangers for women:
assault, rape, and pornography.

The book’s introduction oromires  a”
exahtatlo”  of sexuality that is both
theoreticel  and experiential, and for the
most part the promise  holds. However,
despite the disclaimer that this is’not  a
cookbook of sexual  recipes, the chapter
on heterosexuality seenis  “pop-psych”
prescriptive - for example when
addrasbrg the Qarcity  problem.” In
general. the middle chapters on kc
bimdun attd  bisexuality seem more e

ky lean toward theories of what’s
“natural;  snd essume  a less well-
informed reeder  the” the rest of the
book.

The book is most interesting when
discussing the ways in which d&e is
socislly  constructed, and the last
chapter. “Pleesure and Ethics” -
which disputes the libertarian notion
that sex is purely individual and any-

thing goes between conrenting  adults -
is a fresh and welcome contribution to
the feminist discussion of sexuality. 0

School Wam: The Asretdt on B.C.
Education. by Crawford Kilie”. New
Star, 241 pages, $12.95 cloth (ISBN 0
919573 50 9) end S4.95  paper (ISBN 0.
919573 51 7).

By Phil Hall
FOLUWLNO  IN THE  line .New Star tradi-
tion of books that  are political strep-
pers,  namers of the enemy, aoelyseis of
the issues (Stan Perky’s Son O/Sacred
or The House That Jack Built).  this
angry  history and polemic against  the
B.C. government’s  “essault”  on educa-
tion is dynamite.

Now let me take the quotation marks
away from the word “essault.”  No one
who hes fought end taught through the
lest 10 years OF B.C. educational policy
will be able to t&rate those no”-
committal quotation marks. And no one
who reads Crawford Kilii’s  admirable
and detailed account of the roots of the
problem will think School Wars a stri-
dent title.

The Social Credit go-ent  is CUT-
rently trying to under-ti”d education
while forcing school boards to comply
or resign. Crawford Kilia”  had taught io
B.C. For 18 years. He wrote this  book io
seven weeks, and finished it June 18,
1985. His speed is the bunker&peed of a
war correspondent: polish and die.

But his arguments for educatlo”eI  ex-
cellence  have the brevity of a long, cam-
mitted  career. He says that  the real clash
is between “ecumenism” (“an attempt
to bring everyone into a si”gle  commtmi-
ty in which the shared values  include
respect for diversity end individuality”)
and the “scldsnaatics”  (tbose who would
mu schools on “a business  footing,”

with no allowance for dive&). He
says: “Yes, I take it personally whm a
public institution is threatened, because
thst threat is aimed at my family, my
friends sod my students.”

He is speeki”g  for more than himself.
His book is timely and useful. A quick
respo”se, deted soon, but for now red
hot. Every liberal educational progrem
in British  Columbia teeters while  the
Socreds  dress  thclnselvu for Bxpo.  Do
not forgive them, boards. They know
exectly  whet they do. 0
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By John Woberps

OneEyed Iti=: Pmmlse a”d Illusion
lil Ca”adla”  Polltics, by Ron Graham.
Collins, 444 pages, $26.95 cloth (ISBN  0
00 217642 4).

TtiL5 *ccuurrr  OF political wents in
Canada from I980  to 1985 - coverlog
two leadership conventions, two na-
tional elections, and four prime
mhisters  - argues,  correctly I believe,
that the turbulent politics of this time
enables  a” objective observer to detu-
mine the common ongoing realities of
Canadian politics. This book is more,
therefore, than a simple journalistic
account. It is at heart  a book about the
stroctoral  context of politics in Canada.

It should be said at the outset that this
is a superb book. At a time when jour-
aaliun ofie” consists of quick fur and
subjective myth-making, it is a pleasure
to find solidly researched reporting. One
can quibble with some details. Pierre
Trudeau’s peace initiative - as Ron
Graham suggests - did reflect  the ideal-
ism of the prime minister,  but it was also
a conscious attempt to defuse the
ctitlcirm  of the government’s handling
of the cruise  missile issue by shifting
athmtlo”  to larger problems of peace
and security. And a” account of
Trudeau’s la% government should focus
as much o” Allan  MacEache”  a”d  Marc
Lalonde as on Jean Chr&ien, and as
much on Gordon Osbaldesto” as
Michael Pitfield.  But these are minor
points. They are ovabalanced by great
advantages. For example, Graham’s 30
pages on Trudeau provide a more tren-
chant undershmdii  of the cbat’acter
and purposes of this runarkable ma”
thao  is to be found in vast quantities of
words by other authors.

The major virtue of thii book is that,
while  cmtintily  interesting  and easy to
read, it is measured and balanced.
instant himQ 0na becomes not an ac-
coo”t of what happened but the views of
those who are prepared or eager  - for
whatever ream”  - to be interviewed.
Facts, even recent ones. fade to obscoti-
ty in favour  of colourful  episodea  -
sometimes episodes that exist only in the
limelilt of the narrator’s imagination. I
should add, perhaps, to establish my
own objectivity that 1 have not been
either buervlewd or mentioned by Mr.
Graham.  Apart from this  (only to me)
incredible omission, future historians

will not be able to fmd a better balaticed

&&a” politics during the pat five
years. This book reminds os of what did
happen, and why, and provides a clear
insight  to the rationale for actions on the
part of the m&r players on the national
stage.

But this book is more than a narration
of events. Clraham’s thesis is that
Canada is a” essentially  liberal country,
that the political eenlre  of gravity is on
the left and that any govemment,
whatever its ideological label, will res-
pond to that political reality. Although I
at” in accord with this view - that
regionalism and hI.StoQ,  the challenges
of geography, and the variety of cultures
have created an essentially liberal society
- there are times  when Graham
describes a” almost fatalistic vision of
Canada’s destiny. He seems to be saying
that it does not matter who governs,
s&e the political imperatives  will te-
quire all govemments to act similarly.

a bit unfair, but it would be unfortunate

are no real decisions realized through
our political system at a time when
Canada faCeS very important ehoice.5  -
particularly in economic policy - that
should and could be determined in the
political  process.

One other major contribution of this

eess  to the new  political tech”~logy of
polling,  marketbtg, and public  relations
have ‘ttansfonned  the electoral process.
Graham describes Brian Molmney’s
campalg” as

the latest model in how to flit an eleo
do” in the televirlon  aae. The polls, the
ads. dw speeches. and the platform were
churned  out with ceatralii aad scle”-
tltic pmcbion.  The spotlitt  was on the
well-trai”ed  leader, and his tow was a
structure for the media’s dally feed.  The
advance men worked from the same set
of instructloos  as the advertising gurus.
aad the media  were p~lpeml  with their
every de&e  - except unstructured
access to Mulroaey’s thoughts. The
crowds were large. the local candldated
were kept in step, and the co”tem was
restricted  to promises  and platitades.
The very dynamic of the organization
gumteed that ideas. debate, and bold-
ness were  replaced  by image. blandness.
and caution. Money pashe rdde  the
envelopblickers.  Polls pushed  aside  the
fhtiers.  Opdmbtic  clich6s  pushed
aside hard reality.

As Robett  Stanfield observed: “It
makes a farce of a campaign from a
public point of view in terms of the
discussion of issues and so on. But a
leader hasn’t got much choiw now.”

Ron Graham doa not analyse the im-
plications of this phennnuurn for the
operating of electio”s, parties, and

governments in Canada. But it ls one of
the many accomplishments of this fme
book that it stimulates readers to reflect
not just on the past five years but M
their importance for the wming new
generation of politicians. q

By Peul Wright

Time in the Ah, by Rachel Wyatt,
House Of Anansi,  I71  pages, $7.95 paper
(ISBN  0 88784 I46 5j.

TO I(EAO THHIS book with the expectations
normally brought  to a work of realistic
fiction is impossible. It is an aby cn”coc-
tio”, like Iris Murdoch s& to music and
animated by the clockwork mechanism
of a television sitcom, with trans-
Atlantic jet flights  replacing the opening
and dosing of doors, with coincidmce
defying the laws of probability, with

cult conclusion. Implicitiy f;minist. light
in roach,  determinedly humorous in
tone, fluent in language, this is Rtionas
souffld.

Sidney Snowdo” is an international

interests in Toronto and Yorkshire,
where his wife and sons live.. At the
beginning  we see him secure in his  dou-
ble life, complacently in charge of hls
secrets. By the end the women have rise”
and joined with each ther and with the
larger sisterhood 9to take charge of
Sidney.

Such a summa~  gives  nothing of the
“owl’s real  intentions or achlwements
in language and plottlllg  and in the crea-
tion of a literary mechanism - a corn-

sust&
character development and physical
description, which arc jettisoned for the
sake of speed. As well. loqming  behind
the words, there may be apwposelarga

about the world &d its @ays, Life and
love. women and me”. The author’s
voice speaks through “one of her comic
creations. her statement is made, rather,
by setting the terms  of reiationsh@s  -
lhus a moral observation. as wmedy
0ftm is.

For whom is such a novel intended7
To say that it would make a substitute
for television viewing would be to
dismiss a considerable t&w&xl  ad&w-
ment - one perhaps intwrded  for co”-
sumptio” in the unreal circomstaoces  of
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tram-Atlantic  flight  across five time
zones witlt  only a sblgle  Feature fti for
distraction. It would also Fail to
recogtdze  a number of good lines:

There were q o words in bb vocsbelw
LCI tett  Jill that eFter ten yew It wes
over. The town-how mest  be divided
dovm the middte.  she could rent  out bls
ball  to a middte-aged  working vmmea
wltb dme hebbs.
Wyatt haP, of course, the right to

establish the terms in which  her novel is
to be read and judged. She has chosen to
srctillcz  weight  and bulk For ligbtnas
and speed. In doing so she has created a
dlffexnt sort  of book, dlldnctive  and.
in its way, elegant. To say that it would
have more weight  end power lF the
characters and situations had beat
drawn in greater depth and detail is to
propose en altogether more wnven-
tlonal  way of wiling, but one that I. as a
reader, would have preferred. 0

Jhmt to Eurw  The ctlsis In ama-
dkut  Fardug,  by Camle G l i d e ,
House of Anansi,  192 pages,  $9.95 paper
(ISBN 0 83784  147 3).

cl\IITtzYEwFarmersbavegalnedthe
reputation of being chronic .com-
plainers. Now, regardlesp  of what went
oa in the past. there is no doubt they
have sometbittg  to .mmplain  about.
Some are suffering ecottomic hanisbips,
and many are worried about the Future
of their Industry. In recent years certain
outspoken farmers and Farm groups
have attempted to bring their message  to
the getweJ  public. They have mostly
Failed.

With the publication of Down to
Earth, we may be whesring an or+
histic new  trend. Here v,z have an ac-
count OF the crisis  Facing cmla&an
agriculture, v&ten  by a journalist with
little pm&al experience in agriculture
but dedication to a group wltlt whom she
Feels a kinship. Using  a lwge number of
interviews, the autltm takes us 011 a
cmss-cotuttly  tour of tlte Farms and

job of identifying the problems Faciag
them.

Prom Eart to Wat the story  is more
or less the same. out Farmers  are Facad
with  ldgh interest rater, bii iweJtme.ttt
costs.  lam prices.  competition From
cheap imports, urban sprawl,  and m-
hawed Farmland. The bll concern

is that these problems are already put- dairy, hog, Fruit,  vegetable and poultry
tlag  Farmers  out of business. pmduction.

Farmers, Giangrande explabts,  a r e
Faced with a no-win situation. In order
to compete with cheap imports (many of
these From  countries where labour  is ex-
ploited) they must continuaUy cbaLleage
the land with Fertilizer and pesticides to

Al l  of  tha t  aside, aFter  puttlug
together a readable, coherent and sen-
sitlve  account of the problems Fadag  the
agriculture industry. Giangmttde  d&p-
points us in tlte tentative solutions that
are proposed. One late chapter is an im-
passioned accouttt of the possibilities
that organic Fanning  holds For our salva-?he Farmer’s expatses  are increasing and

his income is dweasing. The result is
demgrErcdl, loss of equity, and often

IF our rarmerr  can’t compete why
should we prop them up? The answer is
in this book. Farming is a primary in-
dustry that employs thousands of pco-
ple. Agricultural exports account For
biiotts  of dollars in Foreign  trade.  The
production of Food is an enterprise  that
all countries strive to perfect. As a
result. many countries subsidize
agticultwe  to a Far greater degree than
does Canada.

We are living in an eta of global over-
pmductlon. The world produces snore
oil than ls needed, more lumber  than we
can use, surplus iron, nickel,  and cop-
per. Agticulture is no exception. Every
year tnore countrl~ become net ex-
porters of Food. Canadian F-s are
now being challenged in areas where
previously marketing  our crops was no
problem. This, however, can only be
viewed  as temporary. As Third World
countrlcs  become more affluent, the ex-
ploitation  of labour  will decrease. As
foreign agticultural subsidies  run out,
the cc& of Food will increase. At that
point we must have a diversified, sue
ccssful  agricultural  industry.

As an agmlogist,  I strongly  commend
Ciiangmnde’s  efforts.  This is not to say
that I thmk her work is FaultIess.  I have a
strange Feeling about the people she
chose to interview. They seem to be too
rich or too poor or too opinionated to
represent the mabtstream of Canadian
Farmers. As a Mmitimer  I Felt somewhat
abandoned  as tlte author travelleil
amuttd Quebec, Ontario, and the
Western provinces with her tape
recorder.

The Atkmtlc  provinces  are mentioned
only twice. Once, in the chapter cm cc+
porate  agti-business,  she user att inter-
view with aP.B.1. potato Farmer to help
develop a case against agri-business  and

’ to point out that  tlte poverty and
unemployment in the Marltimcs  are
t&al of a Third World country. Her
only other Foray into Atlantic agticul-

‘sheep producer  who has a lot of ideas
but does not represent the interests or
the oplttions  of the Atlantic agriculture

readers will be unaware that we have
well-established Farmers involved in

tion.  Giangrattde  seems to suggest some
sort of scheme whereby all of our Food
wmld be grown organi&, the middle
mm  would be cut out of the grocery
business and the Farmers woukl market
their produce either lndepeadently  or
cooperatively. I have a vision  of tens  of
thousands of beat-up pick-up trucks
descendll tm every Canadian city in a
Frantic  effort by Fanners to sell or trade
the Food they have pmduced  the week
before. The wasott  we have marketing
boards and mlddlemctt and grocery
stow is to avoid Utis  situation. There
are also many small and large producer
co-ops ltt Canada dobtg a respectable
job of moving Food to the marketplace.
These 0rgaIdzations receive  scant attea-
don in this book.

I think the author ls too hard cm the
corporate agri-business presence in
Canada. Although she singles  out Mc-
Cain’s  and Cavendlslt  Foods in the
Ma&lutes as examples of the Folly of
Maritimexs,  she neglects to mention
Kmft  and Hostess Foods ltt  Upper
Canada. Although there ls no doubt that
corporate ,agri-businesses are not
strangers to manipulating and abusing
our Famters,  they are also  performiag  a
necessary  Function if the cottsuttter  ls to
contiaue  readily being able to buy Fmzen
Preach fries.

At least  Giartgrande  giws us Food For
thought. The greatest eontrlbutlott  a
book such as this  makes to the
agricttltttre  ittdurtry  i s  in imxeasii
a-ess of the importance of our Food
producers and that  they mulit be paid
adequately. 0
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By P. 8cott  Lawrence

I” Advmwe  of the Le”dl”g:  Folk
Concepts of Outer Speee,  by Douglas
Curren,  Abbeville  Press (Fitienry  &
Whiteside), illustrated, 132 pages,
S19.95 paper (ISBN 0 89659 523 4).

IN 7t.m  PALL of 1977, Do&s Cuna”
bought e second-hand Renault, chrls-
tened it Giselle  end “began driving,
looking for objects that people n&ht
have made to express their ideas about
outer space and the future.” Rounding
the cwner of a two-lane highway I”
Quebec’s Eastern Tovmshlps,  he sud-
denly came across  a wooden rocket
perched out i” front of a general store.
His interests in photography and

western civilization, a deid, of
technology and a symbol of trens-
cendence and freedom. It was nostalgia
for the fuuue.”

Over  the next seve”  years  Curran
travelled 125.000  miles through the
United States and Canada, laking pb
tura of homemade spacecraft and
talking to flying-saucer &iorudas,
amassing abundant evidence of this
modem obsession with UFGs  and outer
space. In Advance of the Landing is fill-
ed with photographs of sewers and
rockets of every description, some
hunkered down in woodlots  behind  rural
homes, some bolted to pylons at road-
sides and atop buildings,  some  parked in
barns  and garages.

ships  were obviously built for wmmer-
clel  purposes, by snmll emrepreneurs
with questionable originality and a thing
for dish-shapes: there’s a Flying  Saucer
Gas Bar in Saskatchewan, a Flying
Saucer Drive-in in Niagara Fells, and e
y;y Saucer Glfi  Shop I” Cavettdlsh,

. . .
But the greater “umber aabe see” es

quasi-religious symbols, erected by
people who genuinely believe that UFOs
are real. and that the beings that visit
OUT  planet in them  - Space Brothers -
offer our best hope for salvation. It’s
Currsn’s  thesis that these UFO cultists
represmt  “a new mythology of gods and
teclmology as relevant to twentieth-
antmy civllizetion  BS Zeus and Apollo
had bee” to the ancient Greeks.” I” the
popular imagination, Curmn argues, the

llylng  saucer is “a god wrapped in stsin-
less steel.”

Curran met hundreds of these be-
lievers, and their stories bring the book
alive. There’s Ruth Norman, a.k.a. the
Archangel Uriel,  a” 82year-old  widow
from Bl Cejon,  California,  who heeds
the Unarius  Foundation. She is prepar-
ing Earth for its salvation, which will be
heralded by the arrIveI  of 32 spaceahips
from the Intergalactic Confederation.
Her late husband, Ernest L. Norman,  is
curre”tly  the Moderator of the Universe.
end lives a” Mars.

There’s John Reeves, a ret&d long-
shoreman from Bmoksville, Florida,
who in 1968  ws whisked away to the
moon and Venus in a !lying  sauc.er.
When he returned, he erected e”
elaborate monument to the allens.  The
tex man eventually claimed and dis-
mantled it, but Reeves keeps the colwr-
iul Venuslen flag give” to him by his ab-
ductors, tacked to the wooden-psnelled
bedmom wall of hi trailer.

And there’s Madeleine Rodeffer. a
disciple of George Adamski. Adam&l
cl&m to have had numerous close en-
camters  with extra-terms&k,  end one
of his books, I&de the Spaceships. is,
says Madeleine Rodeffer,  “n&t  to the
Bible -it’s just the greatest.”

Virtuelly  all of the organizations  these
people nm or belong to - from the
Aetherhu Society to the Unmius Educa-
tional Foundation - have in common
intricate cosmologies  into which Judeo-
Christian ideas have bee” integrated.
Jesus Christ b nearly  always et the cm-
tre of things, communicating with the
beings  o” Earth  through Space Bmthers.

The desire for immortality and fears
of nuclear devastation  and global chaos
inform the idees  the cultists have about
the future. Their message  is simple:
unless we heed the wamings of there
omniscient Space Brothers, or. arc
rescued by than. we are more than likely
doomed.

It would be exceedingly easy to gawk

and et first glen& some of the photo:
ma”hs do elicit an mnazed lawhter. But
&ran resists the lrmptatio”  to ridicule
them; a sldlled  and compassionate “ax-
rator,  he relates his characters’ storks
and beliefs with a poker face.

And like en anthropologist, he makes
his  photographs I” order to record, not
interpret. They’re shot  without apparent
guile, like postcards or well-framed
snapshots of the family vacation. The
picturea render both the saucers aad the
people curlowly insnimate,  fmzen in
tbne and space. But that makes  them
eerily compelll~,  like ~apshots  of
placw or people we think we might have
visited  or known but czm’t quite place.

I felt a creeping sense of regret In the

book, too. The faithful Curran pmfda
are aging,  and there don’t seem to be
many Young  believers coming  along to
take their place. Theii metal rockets a”d
nag ~BUE.~~S are r~stiag away, tk
wooden ones losing their paint. Despite
their best efforts. they all seem very
much earthbound.

Nevertheless, with an unshakable
belief  in the wisdom end benevolence of
the visitors from other planets. they con-
tinue to search the heavens for evidence
of the mervellous and affirmations  of
their faith. Curran tekec great care to
present their perspectlw, and I” s o
doing  reminds us that the mast  cnduri”g
mysterles’concem  the liver of the beings
that inhabit Plana Earth.  0

wonest J
The Me” from &life%:  sir John

Thompson, Prime Mhistw, by Peter B.
Waite,  Utiverslty of Tomnto  Press, 547

peg.%, $37.50 cloth QSBN 0 8020 5659
8).

tati-C**Ha.tC  Conservative prime
ministers recentlv became fashionable  in
Canada. But th-e fvst  of them Is long
since forgotten, his brief two-year term
eclipsid by me”unies of the Mecdonald
years before and the Laurier  years after.
From Novanber of 1892 to December of
1894 Sir John Thompson was Cenada’s
prime minister  and, es Pete-r B. Waite’s
meticulody  researched and well-waited
study reveals, he deserves far more
attention then he has recdved.

Thompson’s death at 49 years of age,
au Windsor Castle o” Dee. 12, 1894.
shortly after being sworn  in as a member
of Her Majesty’s Privy Camcll, brought
to a dose  B bdlimt  and mP.teoIic
polltieal  career. Born an Irish Methodist
in Halifax. Thompson embraced
Catholicism shortly after metrying  his
beloved Annie Afileek.  With the sup-
port of Bishop  John Cameron, A”&
gonish County became and remaimd
Thompso”‘s  political base.  PI&ally
he represmted  it from 1877 to 1882, se+
ing service es attamey  general  and the”
briefly es praniw of Nova Scotia.  At 36
Thompson wes appointed a judge  of the
Nova Scotia Suprune Court but, put-
sued by Charles Tupper  and John A.
Maedonald.  in I885  he accepted a call  to
Ottawa es minister of justice, *ow
represe”tlng A”tigo”lsh  at the national
levd.

Rnlghted  in August of 1888, Sir  Job”
quickly became a power in the Mao-
donald ministry. Macdoaald  com-
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mented that “The bat thing I ever
invented is Tlmmpso”,”  and he was an
obvious heir-aooannt  to the Torv
leadership. A&& however, he w& a
relocta”t  wllticii. dlstresscd  at Ottawa
sojourns ihat sep&ted him from wife
and family in Halifax.  and so it was only
in November of 1892,  well over a year
after Macdonald’s death, that he
accepted the burden of the prime
minister’s office. Imagine - a prime
ministerial contender who doesn’t bide
his rime in “unpolltlcal”  activities in
Montreal or Toronto  while waiting for
the right moment to claim the leader-
ship1

Waite has hem at work on this  study
for a considerable rime. He brims to it
the wit, the charming anecdote, the
readability and, above all, the msstery
of sources available on tbii period,  both
primary and secondary, that his pmfes-
sional colkagoes  have learned to expect
in his writing.  This is far more than a”
exercise in political history.  It is a well-
narrated and broadly so&l history  that
offers insights concerning legal.  urban,
aad rdiglous  affairs, to nanx  just a few.

Like all good biographies, it examiner
both the individual and his  times, which
vxxa turbulent if not intolerant. Yet a
balanced. composed, and consistently
tolerant Thompson was often able to
rein in the prejudices and resolve the
problems that  threatened to tear apart
his party and his nation. The formidable
agenda included Louis  Rlel,  religious
questiws. diplomatic dllpputes  with the
United States, a” at-rimes  insa*tive
mother country, provbtclal  autonomy,
and scandals witbin  Tory ranks. Tbomp-
bO”‘S  p~fO~a”Ce,  marked by good
sense, courtesy,  tact, strength  of ptici-
pie. and elarlty  of intellect. served Mae-
donald  well in his last years and held the
Conservative party together after the
Old Chleftain’a  death. When Thompson
died, however, as Waite puts it, the
%aeks  bega”  to open that Thompson
had l:ept  closed” and Lamier  Liberalism
would eve”twlly capitalize on Conser-
vatlve  disarray. The Tory capacity large-
ly to arrange their own demise  and

2Othue”twy  feature of the party - bad
emerged in the 1890s.

There were few monuments and few
memories left by the brief  Thompson
interlude. Wake aclmowledges.  If the
Charles  Topper papers were not just
laundered but starched for posterity,
this respectful and adndring marnina-
tlon  of Topper’s Eontemporary  and col-
leawe gwaotees  a blstorlcal niche for
its subject perhaps not quite merited by
his actual political accomplishmmts.
This is not to deny that Thompson’s
IegIslative  and diplomatic achievements
were relatively considerable a”d substan-

tial. Nonetheless, his time at the helm
was so limited that his  contributions as
Conservative .leader were mainly about
to occur rather than accomplished at the
time of his death.

But if the book is assessed as both a
life and times, the brevity of Thomp-
son’s prime ministerial service. ls of
limited importance. Here is as 8OOd a
rendering of late 19th-century  Halifax,
Nova Scotia, and Canada as that offered
by any titer. Even as a treatment of a”
individual, Waite has made a powerful
case for Thompson’s legacy of i”tegtity
and hard work, decency and morality.
rugged honesty and a se”% of duty,
placing the nation above the party.

Above all, on the dual nationality
question so much debated then and
now. Thomoson  eoitomized and ar-
tic&ted tbe~acco&odative  approach,
growing  out of the plorallstlc  Marltimes
society that shaped him, so badly needed
in times  of sosoiclo” and vindiitiveness.
The political winds  might have dictated
a different tactic, but on this, as on
other  issue, Thompson’s principled
coarse  would prevail if he had his way.
Waite has rectified John Thompson’s
neglect with this excellent portrait and
has painted an arresting plctare  of the
united yet diverse Canadian nation prior
to the turn of the ce”wy. 0

By Davld Jordan

Tough  GUY:  Bill  Bennett and the Tak-
lllg of Bdtlsh Colambla, by Allen Garr,
Key. Porter Books, I98 pages, 819195
cloth (ISBN 0 919493 77 7).

My Dear Legs:  Letters to a Young
Sodal Democrat, by Alex MacDonald,
New Star Books, I87 pages,  S14.95  cloth
(ISBN  0 919573 38 X) and 87.95 paper
(ISBN  0 919573 39 8).

BRtTtaH  CoLUMBtA  politics have 10”~

sind indeed lo the rest of the world. How
Can B right-wing  80”~““~” t continue t0
wi” &ctiOn  atkr election in a provi”ce
where 48 per cent of the work-force are
union members? I” a province of
lumberjacks and miners, why has the
NDP bee” all but powerless to interrupt
the Social  Credit’s 30-year  reign? The
paradox of Social  Credit  role in British
Columbia is examined by these two
authors, one a veteran journalist, the
other a” NDP MLA with the dubious
dlrtbmtlo”  of having spent all bat three

of his 25 years in the legislature q a
member of tlie Opposltlo”. ,

I” Tough Guy, fiery-tongued  m-radio
a”“oa”cer  Allen Garr  throws hbnself
into the task of getting to the root of tbe
Bennett enigma. The book is un-
ashamedly one-sided, as suggested by its
subtitle and by the liner “otes promising
a chronicle of “the devastating effects
that [Bennett’sj  restraint pmgram” is
having on British Columbians.

Garr  begins his study of the Bennett
dynasty with  a look back to the origins
of Social credit in the “A + B
Theorum,”  a crackpot theory advanced
by Major Clifford  Hugh Douglas during
the Depression. This formula called for
a freeze on prices and for free money, or
“social  credit,” for all citizens.  Though
Major Douglas has long since bee”
forgotten, it was his theory that W.A.C.
Bennett brought to British  Columbia,
where he became premier in 1952.

From this historical perspective Ciarr
moves to the present, where his con-
siderable connections afford rare
8llmp.w into the ljrivate lives of the
Sow&. We are treated, for example, to
the spectacle of nightclub stripper Big
Annie Annie entertaining the party
faithful in a Shaugbnessy  mansion; we
are also let in o” the secret of the under-
water rope that helped Bennett’s
representative to victory in a swimming
race at Okanagan  Lake during  a private
f2te  at the Bennett home in Kelowna.

Garr’s  most valuable contribution to
the understanding  of B.C. politics  lied in
his exposure of Bennett’s rdimce  on
sophisticated polling and marketing
techniques. Eve” those who are skeptical
of the power of the polls will feel a little
uneasy  - if riot rrightmed - to mad
0”e party organim’s  explanation of
how a” unpopular Bennett, who had
jest led the province into a recession,
beat the immensely popular Opposition
leader Dave Barrett in the 1983 election.

Garr’s  unbridled sarcasm  may tempt
readers to dismiis him as a bitter ITBC-
tlonary.  His penchant for nicknames -
Wacky for the forma prender,  Bill Ben-
nett’s faw Petesy for Peter Brown,
prominent Vancouver financier; and
Billy, or The Tough Guy for the current
premier - will undoubtedly tar” off
more than a’ few readers. But Tough
G u y  is more than simply o”e
left-wing&s personal  attack on a
disagreeable leader. To the all-tow
familiar complaints one ls likely to hear
in pubs from Vancouver to Prince
George,  Garr adds hi hard-won insights
and a compendium of facts that are so
often lacking lo beer-padour  dlcwsions
of politics.

Reading the memoirs of Alex Mao-
Donald. B.C.‘s longest sitting MLA,
one gets the imprusio” that the awwr

http://www.inscroll.com/search0_bic.asp?begCount=1&choice=A&word=Allen+Garr
http://www.inscroll.com/search0_bic.asp?begCount=1&choice=A&word=Alex+MacDonald


to the Socrcd’s  continued success  lies not
so much in what Bennett sod the Sacred
machine have done as in what the NDP
fails to do. In a collection of letters to
his young friend  Hogb  L-egg (nicknamed
“Legs-* - hence the book’s title),
MacDonald mulls over the NDP cause,
remembering  the glory  days of the Dirty
‘308,  wheo soclalllm was born in the
West with the signing  of the CCF’s
R&aManifesto.  and l&g out a blue
print  for world peace, NDP+tyIe.

My Dear Legs  opens with an intrigo-
i,,g sccnti = his cc&agues  in the
B.C. Iegislatwe  attempt to defeat Ben-
nett’s 1983 restrablt nleasores  with all-
night ffibusters,  MacDonald hunkers
over his desk to compose a letter to his
young friend, in which  he reminisces
about the origbxs  of their party. A fi
director could have a field day with this
setup: flashback to farmers cheem,
fists upraised as tbe Co-operative
Commonwalth  Federation is born

amidst  the soup Lines  of the ’30s;  cut to
the preseot  - Bennett shaking hls fst lo
viaoty as NDP leader Dave Barrett is
physically ejected, chair and eJl. from
the leglslacwe.  MacDonald. however,
fails to capitalize on the scene’s dramatic
potential; as hi NDP coUeagues pitch a
desperate battle around him, Mae-
Donald merely ruminates  oo such lofty’
ideals as the pursuit of equality and  the
protection of liberty.

In this rambling collectlou  of letrers.
MacDonald spells out his opinions on
everythIng fmm health care to world
peace. His arguments are well tboogbt-
out. and his proposals often thought-
pmvoklng.  Included in MacDonald’s
dnxm of a” NPD Ware.  for example,
are salaried doctors workbig  io corn-
petitive community health-care centres,
fghtiag to keep costs  down by keeping
patients healthy, rather than  prospering
on illness. But this, like most of the

Based on real events, a new novel
falls shy of its author’s ambltlons because
It relies too heavily on the facts

for wifebeating, an inventor, a
Mr. Fix-It. a schemer of crack-pot Wo-

N m. am  the drought a n d
hopper plagues of southern
Saskatchewan, Tom Sukenen
began to build a boat. Not a canoe
or a rowboat but a IOD-ton. steel-
hulled. ocean-going steamship
that he planned  to float dowo
creeks and rivers to Hudson Bay
and thence to the far comers  of
the .world. A Pbmlsh lmmlgmnt
who had served time In Minnesota

sophies,  a-man  v,hoseecccnt&%iw-near-
ly drove his neighbows  wild with
frustration, Sukanen had almost
managed to f& his ship. the Son-
litmen (Dung  Beetle), when he was cer-
tit%d  mentally  ill in 1941 aad committed
to a hospital where he died a year later.

Dsotohlp  Glory (Doubleday. 224
pages, $19.95 cloth), Andreas
Schroeder’s fictional  account of Tom
Su!mnen’s life,  ls a novel of obsession,
madness. and dream. Based on new-
paper stories and eyeu4taess  testbnony.
this is a story of the bizaue, a cross
between Ri_&y’s Beltm It or Not and,
say, Robert Kroetsch’s  ‘Badlands.
Schroeder  is clearly  fascinated by his
subject - the ship as it looms over the
prairie. out of place, improbable, a
mighty  symbol of for&de  and fatility,

and its builder, a man who invents
fotwlstic  grain harvesters  and foresees
televlslon  while accusing his  neighboors’
wives of peeing in his machinery to make
it fall.

Unfortunately, Dustship  Glory, the
novel, falls  somewhat shy of its author’s
ambitions. The problem is sigaalled  by
Schroeder hbnself  wheo he admits, in a
preface, to stopping “short of p-m-
ing to know Sukaoen’r  inna thoughts.”
This is the Lind of humble disclaimer

or a work  of &tory, not in a no&.
streagtb of the novel form derives  from
the author’s ability  to bnaglne what is
inside  the pmtagonisl’s  bead. Novelists
are not tied to fact, to raearch;  they
don’t have to rely on educated guesses or
“hunches” - they can make it up.

Schroeder effectively emasculates his
story, oscillating between thll-person
narrative  and fmt-person monologoer
by tictlonal  “witoesscs”  (repetitive,
tritely folksy, the way rural people talk
on TV). The tbll-person  sections  grow
stronga as the book progresses;  the
description of the RCMP taking
Sulcanen  away from his ship  is deep and
powerfol; Schroeder could and should
have written  the whole book that way.
As it is, everyone gu.-sKs  but no one

of a pipe-dream; beneath his invective
against  big  business, small government,
and money-gmbbing capitalists, one
catch= a deftite seose of futility.

MacDonald sums up the plight  of the
NDP in British  Colombia by descrlbii
his party as “Cmdiiatea  of the Her&
Troth” with  “the unenviable lot ofhav-.
big to disagree with quite a fw domi-
nut opinions and of trying to convbxe
people they are wrong.” This  doesn’t
give the NDP much of a chance ag&st
the Socmds, who, as Garr polats  out,
find out what the people think and then
tell them they ere right. MacDonald is
well aware of his perty’s seemb&
impossible position; his response,
however, that Bennett’s “‘cynical
manipulations will carry bim only as far
IU tbe next election” can’t help but
sound just a littlenaive, considerlog  that
with the success  of Rxpo  86 Bennett
seems poised  on the verge of a fourth
solxesslve  election victory. q .

he mmains an obscare,  cranky. illthy,
misanthrope.

Judith Terry% Miss Abigail’s  Part
(Macmillan, 330 pages, $19.95 cloth),
subtitled Or Ye&m and Dive&on.  is a
neg.aUve to the positive  of Jgne Au&en’s
MamtXd  Park. or an anti-Mansfield
Park; or a rev&&n,  or a meta&t.wIt  is
Mmqfield  Park retold from the point of
view of Julia Bertram’s  personal maid
Jane HartwcU.  A little llke a sewent
looking up mllady? skirts as she clbnbs
the stairs, it’s a mUlcklng,  picarcsqoe
romp,  more Pfeldlog  than artyone  else.

Where Jane Austeo  seems a touch oo
the prim side, Jaoe Hertwell is lusty and
mattwof-fact.  She shrugs off rape (by
bothamaaandawoman)wlthbarelya
thought. She catches Maria Bertram and
Henry Crawford inflqmnte  in the park
at Sotherton.  She’s mauled by Tom BP’
tram and submits wlUi& to Henry.
She runs off with a Reformist scene
painter from London, is pursued by
armed thugs, watches a pwsuer trampl-
ed by a herd of cattle, becomes nearly
themostfamousactmssofhercEsy,ls
wounded in a dud @y Maria Bertram)
and marries  a lord.

Where Jane Awten eschews soclal
commQltaly.  exchaogblg  the lroay of
pollticd  for the politics of lmny, Judith
Terry throws her heroine  willy-nilly into



secret Reform Movement coventieles
and Dickensian  dens of under-class
iniquity - things  not dreamed of la
Austen’s universe.

This ls all in fun. as implied in the
novel’s subdtle,  and not to be mmpared
with the inimitable Jane. One gets the
f&lag  Terry is somewhat dissatisfied
\rilh Aunen, thinks  she needs some red
blood pumped into those cold veins of
ironic wit. That’s  a point of view, not
one I share. Frankly, the scenes of
political discussion in M.ks Abiguik
Par: area  liule doll. And the sexisstart-
liy without  being convinciog.  Are we to
read these sections as cxerclses  in revl-
sioaist social  history, or are they as
much a titemry confection, albeit of
another  cmtury, as the original Matw
Jield Park-?

These  quibbles aside,  Miss  Abigairs
Part  is an mwrtaioing first  novel ,
especially  if you’ve read Austm recemly
and can appreciate  the sly interplay be-
tween  versions.

Manitoba poet Jaquie Smyth’s  No
Fixed  Admissloa (Tomstone,  14 pages,
97.95 paper) is an ambitious effort to
sound the chords of the geoerstions
within one family, showing the way at&
tudes end reladoaships.  not josr eye-
brows, hair colour,  and foot  size. are
passed on through the blood. Though a
scaot 74 pages long, it has epic inten-
tions g la R.D. L&g. In a series of
vignettes.  she tells the stories of
children, pareots, and grandparents.
their huts, their weaknesses, and their
failures, following each to death or Lo a
querulous, somewhat sodden present.

Alice  Peterson has left  the Prairies to
mend fences  with her estraaged  father,
now a motel owner in British Columbia.
She liver with him for six months, listen-
ing to his reminiscences. writing letters
lo her sister and a former boy-friend,
talking  on the telephone to her mother,
keeping a journal. assessing and
reconstructing the litanies of plaint  and
self-justification.

MY  father’s  anger  briw mc back to my
mother.  The rep&on  of events. Like
bdu locked inlo the credits.  having  to
rrpeat the same fate over and oye~. And
lhcn I think h k all  breath  of blood and
the Mt ir choice.
Between journal entries,  rhe narmtl~e

slips  into the past, into  Alice’s paternal
grandmother’s mind, into her youthful
father’s mind, and so on. We see the
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couples combining, splitting apart,
Alice’s  +her and father growing to a
flawed  maturity and passing on their
“genes” along with their fates. It’s a
stately little dam-e.  the dance of time and
the generations, that we’re watching.
And there’s no doubt the vignettes, pU-
iy one on top of the other, build a cer-
fain  cumulative power.

No FL&  Admisdon  is a marvel  of
ellipsis and mndensatton  - Smyth  has
tried to write War and Peace  on an aero-
gramme form. But, occasionally,
reaching too hard for poetry, she
becomes awkward and vague. (The SG
cond sente”ce  - “Outside, fallen  leaved
are hidden amo”g evervthine:  that is
gmen”  - is pas&e &d u&amma-
tical. The journal entries are devoid of
actioh, thin. Compared with the pas-
sionate, sometimes brutal.  life of her
family, Alice Peterson’s is a little like
fiat beer. Passive, victimized,  she does
not appear to see herself with the same
clarity she demonstrates vir L vis  her
fsmily.  Nevutbelws,  this is a strikingly
intelligent. dense, and poetic short
novel:

Come1 Lumiere’s  ISalavrila.(SImon  &
Pierre, 178 pages, 510.95 paper) with the
unfortunate subtitle A Greek Tnvsdy/
A SImnge  Low is an anti-Oetman.  anti-
Holocaust, rwe”ge novel set partly  in
Canada and partly in Greece. It’s the
story  of how Stavms Milionis,  sent to
Canada in 1939 at the age of four to
escape the coming war,  grows into o Bay
Street I& barracuda, a star te”“ls
player, a self-made millionaire (he buys
Dennison  stock at 10 centS  while he’s
still  at university). and vrrites  songs that
promise  to eclipse the modem taste for
decadent mck music (Lumiere quot.%
lyrics at length -

tire bell toned.

- (Stins need not worry), the”, in the
1980% returns to the Greek village  of his
birth snd cold-bloodedly kills 50 inno-
cent German tourists to avenge a war-
time massacre.

Stavros  Is not Superman. he’s Super
Greek. He cuts a swath through the
namby-pamby Toronto establishment
Like a combine harvester through a field
of wheat (mainly, we are told, because
for the fiat four years of his Life he rmt
around in the mountains with his dog
and sIe”t In caves where his father
sheltered sheep). He impresses the prime
niinlster  (clearly Pierre Trudeau) during
B party at a Jmllalca retreat; he wvi”s a
death struggle with a shark. He can do

(Sisvm~ilpproves his fathe& militantly
chauvinist policy toward women.)

Amid this bori”8 litermy macho
cl&t-beating,  we get the story of the
vim? of Kalatita,  where over 1.000

, women. and children were
slaughtered by the Germans  in 1943 in
reprisal for the Greek partisans
slaughter of ssveral  hundred Gemm”
plisoners of war. Of Eourse, stavms
wasn’t  around when any of this took
place and really doesn’t show much
curiosity about it as he grows up. It’s not
at all clear why he suddenly IlIps om and
starts murdering tourists. (He really
hates those “Huns”: Stavms  is a 6”ecie.s
of racist.)

It is mobablv  a useful thina to “oi”t
out that antot&  all  the Jews~  G&es,
homosexuals, intellectuals, Poles, and
Russians  the Nazis kll in the Secxmd
World  War,  they also slaughtered some
Greeks. But Stavros  is not a convlnci”g
A”@ of Retribution and his program of

Shirley Shea’s Vlctbns  (Simon &
P&e, 186 pages,  512.95 paper), sub-
titled A Pound of Flesh is also a rcvmge
novel - thii time a right-wing feminist
attack on the Canadian  criminal justice
system, which, we are told, coddles
rapists and sex murderers. Shea is pro-
death penalty and anti-plea bargaining,
statutory rwnisJion. and mandatory
SupavisiO”.

Sylvia  Jenning, 39, the stay-at-home
wife of a prominent Toronto  criminal
&fence  lawyer, has turned herself into
Super Woman, swimming, working out,
taking Defendo classes. Using her
husbmul’s  case fdes. she hunts down and
murders several me” accused of sex
crimes  and either acquitted (with her
husband’s help) or released after =rVing

equivalent to the Rell of Terror, the&
murders prompt the me” of Toronto to
whimper-for p&in protection. adopt the
buddy system  after dark. buy extra pen
knives, and garerally pa&.

Sylvia manages to elude detection by
framtnp  a ma” who has tried to.murder
her in her home (a sub-plot - Sylvia
beats up a young purse-snatcher in a
shopping malk the purse-matcher and
his broth= trap her in her house; she
kills the purse-snatcher with her bare
hands but the brother  swprisw her and
she ls only saved by the timely interve”-
Lion of her pet kitty).

YiErins  is a polemical novel that
plainly applauds vigilante acts.
ThroughOut  there are pamphlet-like, set-
“Iece co”versatlo”s.  mxui”.s  f o r  or
igalnst  vati0u.s asp&s Of tiw justice
syarem.  The plot Is manipulated to drive
the points home. AU men accused of sex
crimes  are guilty (whether or “ot a judge

or jury finds them  so)  - they ought to
be nunlshed with deaths similar  to those
th& inflicted on their female victbns.

As an argument against our ctiminal
justice system  (and who can say it’s
perfect?), this one is too shrill  and
hyperbolic  to be take” seriously. Having
been a comi reporter o” a couple of
daily newspapers (and having see” a falr
share of sexual assault trials) I have
never ceased to be surprised at how well
the system actually does work, how fair
and shrewd judges appear in pracdce,
how delicate a balancing act we perform
between infringing  o” and prote.c@ the
rights of individuals.

Shea  seems to tbii that in a court  of
law any kind of base and cynical
manipulation ca” be brought off,‘that
all crlminalr  escape with less than they
duewe. This damages her argument as
well as her plot. For example, the plant-
ing of two pieces  of circumstantial
evidence  on an innocent man (at least
bmocat of the crime for which he’s
convicted) seuns to Shea to be cnougb
to convince Toronto’s gullible  police
department of his  guilt.

Simon Johnston’s Lion Dsnee
(Williams-Wallace, 282 pages. 519.95
cloth) h meam to be a pageturner, an
action-packed thriller  set in turn-of-the-
century China. A cmd and m&t Brlttsh
colonel named Elliot is chamed with
delivering two black pearls- to the
Dowaeer  Bnmress. a bribe for her cmml-
vance- in ~o”t&uing  the foreign
economic domination of her country.
Blliot  sets off for the Dowager’s palace
with his opium-addicted daughter Vic-
toria. He’s trailed by two revolutionary
martial-arts monks, Fat-San  and Fat-
meen, and a” old womar~ whose so”
Elliot  has executed. Following tha, in
turn, is Justin Wu. the half-British, half-
Chinese nephew of Sun Yat-sen,  who is
supposed to protect EUiot and his
daughter.

This book is full of brutal. cartoonish
murders, executions and mutilations (a
boy is chose” to deep rvjth the Dowager.
the” has hi tongue and penis re”wved).
On page 131, Johnston decides to switch
from third-person to fust-person  nana-
tion. and after that he alternates the
point of view for “0 apparrnr  maso”.
The plot is loose and episodic, somb
times  difficult to follow, and the witi”g
h weak when it isn’t being wildly sensa-
tional.

One supposes  that part  of what John-
sto” wanted to do was to rqmxent the
brutal extrwnes  of imperial Cbii and
foreign exploitation, but he concentrates
too strictly o” his cardboard pm-
tagonists  to give his novel a chmxe at
depth and amplitude. tie” Dunce reads
like a bad Western with the “mps
cha”ged. Cl
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‘One of the dangers of biography is becoming
too possessive of your subject. You have to stand back
and grant the other person her otherness’

Y CHANGE.  while  worki”g o” her
doctoral the& at the University of
London, Phyllis Grosskurth
discovered the unpublished auto-
biography of John Addington
SJmonds. Her subsequent bio-
graphy of hi, 7% Woe&u/  V.%-
Ioricm (1964),  ao” a Governor
General’s Award and launched
Grosskurth on an unexpected
career as a distinguished bio-
grapher and literary critic. Since

then, her  reviews  aad articles have ap-
peared in the Obsenw,  Dai.ty  Tdegmph.
New York Review of Books, and Satur-
day N&ht,  and i” 1980 she won inter-
national recognition for Havelock  Elik:
A Biogmphy  (i%IcClelland  & Stewart).
Born ln Tomnto in 1924 and now a pro-
fessor at the University  of Toronto.
Grosskurth has spent the last five years
worldng on A4elanie  Kki”: Her World
and Her Work, a study of the contmwr-
sial pioneer psychoanalyst, recently pub-
lished by I<“opf.  She was interviewed in
Tomnto by Shetie Posesorski:

Boohs la Conada:  How did you  come to
chose M&de Kfekt  as a subject?
Fhylllo  Cmsskurth:  A “tirade.  I” 1977.  I

was in England working on my book on
Iiavelock 6lIIs.  when my son Brian, who
is interested in psychoanalysis,  gave me
KIein’r Envy and Gratitude to read, say-
ing, “She’s a genius and she will help
you to un$ersta”d  ElIis better.” At
christma& 19% I was flounderI”g. I
had taken my research on Marie Boris-
pmte,  my next subject, as far as I could.
At that point, I didn’t know I had bee”
doublecmssed  with regard to access to
the Bonaparte archives, but I did know I
couldn’t continue without it. I didn’t
know what to do next. Brian encoumed
me to write  about Klein. ’
BIG:  W& hti tken been such  e etmng
reaielonce  to Kletn  and her work?
Gmsskw~b:  The  resistance to her is
caused, in part, by her waning rdation-
&ID with Anna Freud. Whe” Klein fist
&ved in England, she walked right  into
the right psychoanalytical circle.  It was a
perfect concatenation of a person with a
milieu. She flomished  until the arrival  of
Anna Freud, whose arrival split alleg-
ianees within the circle.. There still re-
mains a passionate and irrational
allegiance to Anna  Freud. Some people
eve” think that sh6 was a doctor. She
was daddy’s little girl, didn’t formulate
anything ne?v  or disturbing - unlike
Klein, whose ideas are very disturbii.
When the Anna Freud psychoanaIysts
emigrated to the U.S. in the 1930s.  they
brdught  their allegimxcs and prejudices
a+st Kldp with them, and bnprinted
them on *generation of analysts.

Second, there is the matter of KIdn’s
forceful personality. She was a gutsy
woman. I think some of tbC r&ta”ce to
her is simply male prejudice against a
woman. Women aren’t  supposed to
think abstractly - and worse. she had
the audacity IO challenge Freud.
BIG  Whal  didyoufindyou shared with
Klein?
Gmsrknrtb:  Here were all these people
that adored her - excessively, I
thought. I started off rebellious, trying
to put ha down - feeling. I’m not go-
ing to be faken  in by this woman. Grad-
ually. as I got into my research. I began
to discover that there were almost  too
many startling parallels between ha Life
and my own. I had to be very careful

that I didn’t  overidentify  with her. For a
while,  in any biography.  you have to .
overidentify,  if you want to become
qag@. You become terribly protective
- absorbed in the other person. But
then you reach the point  where you have

-her otherness..
At o”e point I had to rewrite her life

up to the age of 40 when some additional
letters showed up i” her son’s loft. A
translator in E”gland started sendii
them over to me in batchw,  and I began
putting together the jigsaw puzzle of her
family dynamics. A series  of letters
depicted how Klein had sided with her
mother against her sister. Suddmly,  I
became so disappointed in her. I
rrmanber sltti”g  on my stairs,  in tears. I
thought, you’d better watch it -you’re
not her keeper. or. her &fence  lawyer.
She had a life of her own. The book
became better when I started to use the
blue pencil  more.
Bit2  In an interview, you stated thal
“Klein speaks  to women. Freud  didn’t
know cmythirtg  about the relalionshtp
between mothem  and daghters,  and
that is her greatest  mntribution.  ”
Grossknrth:  Klein’s work addresses the
relationship between mother and
daughter. which is the  most complex of
all rdationshiis. I think that real matur-
ity for a woman is achieved  when she
finally cornea  to tams with that rdation-
ship. Although .feminists  wouldn’t Iike
to hear this, womm have a far more
complex envy than me” do - because
they have more to ewy. I don’t think the
feminist movement is gobtg  to go my-
where as lona  as it stays at the level of
blanziog  pl&rchial  &iety  for every-
thing, and “ot looking  into themselves.
BlC: I know ltitte  about psychoanalyst.
yet I found your biogmphy accesibte.
Gmsskurth:  I think that it WBO impor-
tant that it was written by a woman and

by someone who wasn’t~a” analyst. A”
analyst would have got caught up in tbe
jargon. Leaning about psychoanalysis
was fonnib&  - that was the thing that
scared me most - but’it was the most
wonderful education, the greatest
immersion coarse.  When I was writing
the book. I knew it was bnporta”t  to



make absohtlely  sure that I knew exactly
what I meant to say. It was terrltic
discipline.  Although sometImes  I wish
that I could write with more of a tlow
ish. my strength is clear writing.
Ei13: Do _wu crticfpetc  the: your Klefn
biography  wilt arouse controversy?
Gro~kurth:  Yes.  I expect  a tremendous
amount !:I<  :,I i:..??  -p:,ing  to be palatable
to a certain kind of simplistic feminiim.
They will resist her because she doesn’t
say we can be an-thing  that we want to
be - she states that there are human
limitations and that it is partlcolarlydlf-
ficult to be a woman.
Bit2  l.00~  seem lo be drawn to people
I:+IO arepsyehologicat  ChiaLFe boxex,  fn
rhat  they ore composed of layers of con-
tradictory sefves - sehw  t h a t  t h e y
themsekv  crre “nowere oJ. Why?
Growkurlh: I’m fascinated by the
deaths and contradlctioas  of people -
to- me, that’s the marvel df l&an
nature. Even as a literary scholar, I have
always been most interested in the
discrepancy between illasion  and reality.
With Symonds. his dllcrepancies and
self-deceptions in his life and autobio-
graphy were tied to his homosexuality.
With Ellis, the deceptions in his auto-
biography are tied  to the fact that he
never understood himself. Here was a
man who was handing out advice to the
world. yet was so lacking in sdf-
understanding. Of aU my subjects, he
was the most self-protective - he was so
plwsed with himself. Klein’s autobio-
graphy is self-protective for different
reasons. Slie had tremendous self-
understanding. She couldn’t have wit-
ten her work  without an ac”te  auwzness
of her own complexity. But in the
witlog of her autobiography she with-
drew from some of the pain she had
espcrienced  lo her relatlonshlps  with  her
mother, husband, and children.
EIC: Wmt  we the hallmark of a good
biography?
Crmlmrth: First off, I do not think it is
possible  to write about a living person.
Second, you most be able to guarantee
every single thing  you say - you must
provide references for your readers. Bio-
graphy should have narrative pace, just
as a novel does - a momentum, and
that momentum  should vary. As well. I
lip& illuminaring  detail.

becoming too possessive of your subject.
A supreme example of that iv Leon
Bdel’s Henry James. He simply forced
you  to  see hb James. He’s  so self-
indulgent. He just doesn’t  know when to
stop -the identiflcatlon  has become so
strong.
BIG: What are the satiqtkctioorrp  ofyour
WOd9
Gmssknrtkt More than anything else, it
is so damned interesting.  It takes over
your  Ufe. You are walking  around all the
?ie with this world in -war head that
you are rebuilding.  I think it’s so diftl-
cult to understand your own world. and
all your own relatlonshlps.  Yet you -
understand your own world better by
patting together the pieces of somebady
else’s. 0

Tbhe  character should gradually unfold
in aU his or her complexity. By the end
the reader should come to feel that he
has come to know that person intbnately
by being the one who adds up tbe pieces
- he must be given that privilege.  Yet
there still  should be a whole nea of
mystery about that person that he can
new penetrate. I don’t like  biographies
thx say at the end, this ls what the per-.
son is. It should be left open-ended. One
of the great dangers of biography is

Psychological
WZN-hE?
IN turn”” MAtLtARP’s  review o f  my
book, Objectivlty  and Human  petrep-
lion, (March) he states that my solution
to the malaise of clvlllzed  soclety  is
“‘pmctice.” or the pursuit of non-
projective perceptual activltie.v  tmdi-
tionally  associated with mystical
schools. In several passages I make it
perfectly clear that such practice is
merely one aspect of my solution, and
that “psychoawlysw or the awtkxl
probing of the individual’s projective
system is another  aspect. I state explicit-
ly that practice is “one essential prong lo
a two-pronged assault on the dlltortions
and diswntentmeots” of oar normal
perception. This was a major omission
and a gross nisreprwntation.

Second, Malllard claims in a para-
phrase that  I regard “Mom” as the
troublesome central presence in our
problematical perception, yet I stress
that  it is the intemaUzation of split
aspezts  of the “care&r”  during the
early asses of existence that ls the heart
of the matter. “Mom” ls a concep-
tuallzation  that comes into play during
the course of the child’s maturation,
qfter the crwlal events of the early
period have commenced. The reviewer’s
use of “Mom” distorts and trivlallzes
the book’s thesis.

Again. the reviewer stnte.5  that the
“mirror relationship” between the
mother and the infant ls an aspect of the
early period that is postulated by “cer-
tain Freodlls.”  He fails to note - and
I make this expllclt.  ‘employing  blbllo-
graphical  reference - that the minor
relationship is widely regarded as crucial
to the child’s development by ckild
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psychologists both within and without of the “good mother/bad mother”; the
the “Freudian” camp. Thus, when separation from the mother setting off a
MaiUard  later states that he does not “lifelong mourning process”; the end-
believe in certain “myths”  about early less search for “replacement”; the
childhood, he creates the false impre.+ association of our ability to conceive of
sion  that his position puts him at odds objects as separate in space with the
only with “certain Freudians” and not “emotive dilemma” of infant sepam-
with specialists in child psychology. Thir tion, so that our notions of time, space,
is important because it raises a larger, and our use of lan~guage  are somehow
related  issue, namely  the reviewer’s related to this emotive dilemma to the
failure  to acknowledge the book’s per- point that “our perception itself is the
sistent, muemitting  attempt to differen- chief carrier of our conflict.” It is this
tiate between orthodox ‘Treudian” chain of speculation that 1 have called a
views and 0th~ views within  the psycho- “fantasy.” Not only is most of this  not
analytic community. Again and again supported by research “data.” but most
the book employs precisely  such dif- is of such a “lure that it can’t be tested
ferentiations to characterize human at au.

chapters  are  devoted IO rgfuling the
orthodox “‘~eudIan”  outlook on every-
thing  fmm  infantile anxiety to altered

to mention this central feature, the
reviewx  not only obscures the book’s
nature, he places himself  in a position to
turn his review into a rhetorical exercise
in Freud-bashing.

Finally, the reviewer wonders how I
can explore my subject without brb@g
in the mnhmpologieal  angle. If he would
just reed my book he would discover a
discussion of anthropological  issue4
based upon the deftitive  work of Erich
Neumann, which-makes very clear  the
way in which  the “good” and “bad”
versiolu  of the matemal  object appear in
all parts of the world.

Although a reviewer has the right to
dislike  a book, he also has the duty to

‘prrrent  the book truthfully. *
M.D. Faber

Department of Bnglish
University of Victoria

Victoria

Keith hfaiikud  replk:  Yes, indeed,
Falxr’s  book is quite explicit in empha-
sizing, as he says.  “a two-pronged
assault” (“practice” and “psycho-
analysis”), and yes, indeed, his book
does make a “persistent, unremitting
attempt to differentiate between ortho-
dox ‘Freudian’ views and other views
within the psychoanalytic community.”
If my review, as published, overly
shoplifted Faber’s position, let me
apologize. But granting those points
leaves my central objecdon to his book
untouched. He suggests that I have
refused or failed to grasp his book’s
psy&oIogical  meaning. No. What I have
refused and failed to do is believe it.

Everybody with any knowledge of
psycholosy  at alI (even me) believes that
a close, intimate bonding relationship
between an infant and a “primary care-
giver” (usually a mother) is “crucial  to
the child’s development.” What I don’t
buy is all the rest  of It -the interjection

That the work of Neumann can be
called “definitive” will come as news to
many. From the Jmuian traditio%
James Hillman, whose writing  is state
of-theart in archetypal  psychology, sug-
gests that Neumann stuffs so many
imagea  of women into the mythologem
of the Great Mother that what is left is a
fuzzy,  undifferentiated blur. Neumann’s
work doesn’t fare any better in the green
groves of academe; it would not be con-
sidered by cultural anthropologists to be
a model of the scientific method.

I’m not opposed to imaginative,
speculative writing about the human
condition nor in love with the ortho-
doxies of academia and experimental
psychology. But Faber claims that his
book is based on “data,” that it is some-
how “scientific.” To compare roots: a
“fact” is something found; a “tics”  is
something made, and Faber has cer-
tahdy made somethiig - a myth, a fan-
tasy, a story, afierion - but not a eon-
tiibution to science.

In the preface Faber writes: “it should
be remembered that the words them-
selves are not the pay-off.” From my
point of view, when you’re writing  a
book, the words themselves certainly we
the pay-off. I love reading the Rtions of
Jung, Campbell, van Franz. and Hill-
man. (In the right mood I even enjoy
Freud’s fictions.) AII these people tell
good stork& AU I have against Faber is
that he didn’t tell me a good story.

SIGNS OF DISSENT
ORANT wvm sw~u~o’s  pmfde  of Grad
Kilodney  (March) was on the whole an
accurate account of this extraordinary
writer’s wcial disillusionment, and his
courage in publirhing  his own work and
selling  it on the streets of Tomato.

However, a glaring error cries  out to
be put right.  Kilodney has nevm worn a
sign that pronounces him to be “The
World’s Greatest Author.” He indeed
- signs that are obvious and out-
rageous attention-getters. and although
some of them are too subtle  to penetrate
the heads of the Bay Street crowd. and
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others are so bizarre and grotesque that
they make certain people flee in terror,
none of them are ever as pompous and
self-serving as the “on-existent one
quoted above. Rllodney’s  out there to
sell books, not declare himself to be the
wrld’s greatest anything.

But rpeald”g  of those books: I am one
who has read most of them, and in the
process discovered one of the fmest and
“to*t  original prose-writers l” this co”“-
try. I” fact I would venture to say fh.2
most original. It’s a pity  that Shiiw
didn’t  make any real comment on the
wltiw itself, for it’s time that someone
published a detailed and intelligent arti-
cle on Rllodney’s  entire body of work.
No one ln this countxy writes  as he doer:

no one can.  and eve” “original” is too
weak a word tb describe this pheno-
mcnal  and much-overlooked literary
figure in our midst.

Gwendolyn Ma&we”
Toronto

Gnuu  David Shilling reples:  I appre-
date Gwendolyn MacEwen’s  comme”ts.
It is obvious that she shares nty cnthusl-
asm for Cmd Rilodney’s  work.

Kilodney has bee” selling his books on
the street for the pasf seven years. Hll
signs change frequently. MacBwa must
be a” awfully big fan of his to be aware
of all the signs he has worn during that
time.
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Results of CanWit  No. 110
IN THE mrmtwrs  of advancing our
national literature. we asked co”-
testtmts to rewite  well-known plays
to increase their Canadian eontent.
The vdnna  is  ..S.A.  Ckntents  o f
Iilngston,  Ont., for the following
dialogue. patterned after Samuel
Beckett’s Waihg.for  Godot,  Act I:
ESTRAGON:  Unitably)  What ls it?
VLADtUtR:  Did you ever read Roughing

II in the Bub?
EgIRAGON:  Roughing  II in the Bwh  . . .

(He reflects) I must have  taken  * look  at

ESlRm3ON:  I rcmembrr the paintings of
All Gone Quinn Park. Coloured  they

were. very  pretty. Lake sapedor  was
pale  blue. The very look of itmade me
thirsty. That’s where  we’ll p. 1 used to
say. that’s wbae  we’ll go for oar
honeymoon. ch. We’ll swim, eh. We’ll
be happy. ch.

“LAD~U~(: You should have been a
Mountie.

EsnMoN:  I was. (Gesture towatd,his
hone) Isn’t that obvious?
(Silence)

“LADtMtII:  Where wns I . . . How’s yaw
root:,

ESTIIAOON:  Swelling visibly and fmzen
stiff.

“LADthttR:  Ah yes. the Group of Seven.
Do you remember the story?

ESTI(AOoN:  No.
VLADIMIB:  Shall I tell it to you?
ESTRAGON:  No.
VLAD~MU(:  It’ll puss  the time. (Pause)

The Clmup of Seven painted trees and
established Canada’s national ldmtity.

E~RAGON:  Canada’s what?
vusIMu(:  National  identity. One is sup_

posed to have drowned and the others
(He searches for the watrary of
drowned) . . . survived.

ttslxw3oN:  Survived what?
VtADtMtR:  Painting . . Canada’s na-

tional identity.
ESTRAGONz  I’m going.

(Iiedaoanotmove)....

Ho”otuable  me”tlo”:
(From  Hamlet. Act 1. Scene II)

JCJHN:  For this relief  much tbanlu.  ‘Tls
bitter cold. and I am rick  at heart.

BRIAN:  Have you had a quiet term?
JOHN:  Not a moose stirring.
BUtAM lias thb d&tit  increased anuin

today?
mm  Pierre says ‘tiri  but our fantasy,

And will not let belief take  hold of him.
Therefore I have entreated him along

tithurtowatch...
PIERRE Tush. tush. ‘twill not increase.

(Entu  T h e  Deticit.  cnomwusly  ia-
cm@....

- Rob Scott, Saskatoo”

Cr.4 Rllodney,  a  sig” declarbtg him
“The World’s Greatest Author” ls
clear. The sign was worn  shortly after
Lightning StruckMy Dick ws  released.

LIVES OF GIRLS AND WOMEN
CABY  FAOAN’S  pedantically centralist
review of Gertrude Story’s work
March) sets up the trilogy as a lltlugical
sacrament. Like Ontario’s Robertson
Davies, Saskatchewan’s Story (like  a
good girl?) ls supposed to write accord-
btg to tmditio”,  and if she doctn’t  she is
an “instinctive rather than technically
sophisticated  writer.”  What nonsense!

Tbc idea that a tictional  life should
fall convenie”Uy  into three volumes
lab&d “early,*. ““dd& 9. a”d “late”
years is tidlc~Uous,  partlctdarly so in the
case o f  w o m e n .  past. present.  a”d
future spill into one another. Lives get
interrupted, redllted, haunted, and
invaded by others.

“Technically unsophistlcate.d”  Ger-
ttude Stpty dances with roomy Western
Caoadia” “lagic reallull l” h e r  rb.st
book, the small detail of clannish inter-
wnnected  lives  in her second, and post-
modem Freudian fragmentation in her
third, a work that consciously  sets  out to
test the limits of language. In light of
Story’s technical expertise. Fagan’s

. plodding  plot sunmtaties  of her books
resemble  the clucking of a podiatrist at a
jazz ballet.

Undoubtedly Robertson Davies could
give a fascinating account of the genesis
of podiatry while Gertrude Story dances
beside the shadow of Uppa Canada
College in uptowll Saskatoo”. Think
about it.

Anne Hicks
Waterloo. ant.

CLASH OF SYMBOLS

t’ht WRITIN(I  TO congratulate The Caoa-
disn Book Infomtatlon Centre  for i ts
bold, satlrlcal43 Below poster. Even the
dullest of Cattadlans  will appreciate the
symbolism of this poster.  The myopic
Canadian titer is oblivious to the fact
that he is sliding downhill  and  that he ls
destined to end up tea&ii  Remedial
English  in T-. B.C. In the bottom
right cor”er, a steamer is arriving to pick
up a fresh load of Canadian raw
resources, and below it, a cntlse  ship full
of Canadla”  tourists has just left the St.
Lawrence in its wake as it makes for
Europe and the July sale&  Judgl”g  from
its worse, one would assume  that Baie
Comeao  was its last stop. Btilllantl

Be” Labovltcb
ToK7”kl

1VAVCH  YOUR  LAWGUAGE

RE: SOB BL.ACKB”RN~S  c o l u m n  on
“offensive language” march).  The
other day I watched a CBGTV pro-

-..-  ----1 ____,~ __.-.
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called “Parecling:  Book stores cc!“-
adays are tilled with “How to Parent”
manuals. No one seems to question  cr
protest the fact that a noun has scme-
how been twisted around intc a verb. I
have a terrible fedig it is only a matter
of time until this usage of “p8rent”  gets
into the dictionary.

one of the wcrst examples of this kind
cf word-twisting  came to light at a
recreational seminar I attended.  in
which t h e  icstrwtors (at1  university-
educated. 110 less) repeatedly referred  tc
the act of “recreating ic cur spate
time.” We in the acdieaco were  kco~n
as the “recreatcrs”1

Before these ccrrcptioas  wcm~ their
way into acceptabiity,  perhaps what we
need tc do is “recreate” some intrxe.U ic
correct  and car&d  usage of the English
lacguage.

Margaret Gwmiag
Hintcn,  Alta

z-m FOLL~WINO  Canadian books were
reviewed ia the previous issue of Book
in Canada. Our recommendations don’t
necessarily reflect the reviews:

FICTION
The Green  Tornam Yens.  by Gloda  Kop

chbdx~  Rcltck.  Wtts-Wallace.  A r&s
of vtgoetta  about the Ukrainian  com-
munity to Albena  dudnp  the Dwession.
Fmlick’s  tint o~lleodoo  of short stories
evokes  a ttghdy-knit sodew where people
lxep their balaaco in a straw land by
haaging  on to each other.

NON-FlCll6N
Mcholr  Loodsbs@s  Gotde to Chlldreo’s

Rooko,  Peogotn.  pull  of shoos  opinions
and passiooatc beltefs  (Laodsberg  detests

Clasalflad  rataaZSpsrllne(40charactws  to
the llnaj. Daadllnaz  flml of the month for
issue  dated  fcllcwlng  month. Addraas
BCC!~  In Canada Claaalflad,  333 Ad&Ida
f=t, Tcmntc  hl5A  3K%Phone:  (4la)

OLD AND RARE BOOKS. Canadiana
Catalcgues.  Heritage Books, 866
Palmsratcn  Aw.,  Toronto.  Ontario M3G 2S2

TYPING,  $1 PAGE RUTH, 8379792.

WORKSWOW,  Fasttvat,  Ralreat - JuneM
tc July  28 In Stmthwna  Park, Vancouver
Island. W.D. Valgzudacn,  Phyills  Webb,
wcrk~hcp  Inatntctcra.  June 30 to July 11;  5
prctasa~ccal  vrrkata  for featlval  wakead,
July 5 and e tvm v#aak  retreat,  July 12 t0 23
nlth 2 pmfesslcnal  vnitms.  Chaletatyla
acccmmcdatlcn,  good amcrg  food. Wrilg
&aSSlwccd,  8~ 3% Slack Creak, B.C.

I

roch @dely  popular  ~hildrrn’s  witUS  as
. hdy glume and Roald  Dahl. but is equally

opposed to ccnsonhlp).  this guide.  which
rpanr some 350 ridas. adds UP  to moth
more than  merely a listing of favourite
books.

POETRY
iVm,,ao lo the Woods, by Joy Koaawa,

Mosatc  Press. Despite the imagery sw-
ge~ted  in the title, .Kcgawa’s vlrion  is
obscured  neither by the  fcrut oar the trees.
Thoaah much in the world  offeods  her suI-
sibtlitiu.  ha poetry’s most enaa3bI.a  tirllle
ts M obvious pas&m for life.

TJE  FOLLO~~NG’C~~~~~  books have
been received by Book in Canada in re-
cent weeks. Inclusion in thii list does not
preclude a review or notice in a future
issue.
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Canada’s award-winning
book review magazine comes

toyouninetimesayear-
monthly except for a

winter issue in January-
February and summer

reading issue3 in
June-July and

August-September.

Watch for the
August-September
Booh  in Canada
on the newsstands

or in your local
bookstore xfter August 25.

Or if you to.

Y

urns I want  tosubscribe
To Books in Canada
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POSTALCODE_

1 Chr~“ccnclmed
. . Bill nu

lwant~osubscribe
To Books in Canada
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ADDRESS

-

KISTALCODE

S”BSCRWT,ON  PRICESIQ95 A YEAR
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